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astem 
urveyshows 
tudentsmay 
ackrec plan 
A slim majority of Eastern students believe there 
a shortage of recreational facilities on campus, 
ording to an unfjnished Student Senate survey 
port. 
The partially tabulated results are an indication 
t students may support a proposed recreational 
ter which would raise student fees an estimated 
5to $50. 
The statistics, revealed at the Student Senate 
eeting Wednesday, were part of a survey 
· tributed byStudent Senatcirs last week. Student-. 
y President Mike Madigan said about 600 of the' 
eys have been returned, and that he has only 
bulated results from two of the six questions. 
One question asked on the survey was: "In your 
inion, is there currently a shortage of recreational 
cilities on this campus?" 
Three-hundred ten students voted yes, 177 no and 
12 undecided. The percentages are 51 ,  29 and 20. 
"I11 have the rest of the survey results done by 
morrow afternoon," Madigan said. 
Madigan expressed concern that 20 percent of the 
dents were undecided. 
He said the 51 percent "is not at all what we're 
ooting for. I think the 'undecided' (vote) gives us a 
t of room to work with. Also, even people who said 
ere wasn't a shortage tended to support the 
ue." 
Madigan added that not all of the senators 
· tributed their surveys. ''I was kind of disap­
inted at the number of (senators) who didn't come 
and pick up surveys," Madigan said. 
In other business: 
•Madigan blasted a bill that would keep workers 
m vacuuming in the library until after midnight. 
"I will not support the bill for vacuum cleaners 
ing shut off in the library," he said, adding that 
e talked to library workers and "there's no way 
ey can do their job if they start at midnight. 
"They stand . around from seven to 10 because 
ere are so many students in the library," he said. 
can't support that the way it is because it's not 
ible-!!--- - --- - - - ------ - ------- -
•Financial Vice President Christy Wolfe reported 
the amount of money requested by all the 
partments the Apportionment Board, which she . s, encompasses. 
For the fiscal-year beginning July 1, the Ap­
rtionment Board is requesting $27 ,539; Student 
blications, $77,000; Student Senate, $19,180; 
ports and Recreation, $78,890; Players, $34,530; 
d University Board, $143,925. 
•Some senate members travelled to Taxas A&M 
ently to attend the Conference on Student 
vernment Associations (COSGA). The purpose 
s to allow student leaders to exchange ideas. 
ey11 have a written report in a month but gave an 
ral report at the meeting. 
"At Texas A&M they register over the phones and 
saves money," said Student Senate Speaker Tim 
aylor. ''If I understand right, you can add and drop 
s like that, which would really save students a 
(See SURVEY, page 6) 
Jun ior Sue Eb�rt and Senior Carrie Willman 
-have their temperatures taken at the blood d rive 
DOUG SUMMERS I Staff photographer 
Wednesday . The two went to g ive blood together 
to support the drive's "Buddy Day ." 
Red Cross ·experiences shortage 
while·alternati-ve to drive prospers 
By CRAIG EDWARDS 
Activities editor Spring Blood Drive 
A s  t h e  t o t a l  
number o f  pints 
collected at the 
American Red Cross 
Blood Drive rose to 
1 ,096 Wednesday, 
organizers of the 
drive continued to 
_ _r_eport a sh_ox:tage. _ 
Although 413 pints 
o f  b l o o d  w e r e  
collected in the Union Goal: 1,650 Pints Ballroom during the 
third day of the drive, 554 donors need to give 
Thursday to meet the 1 ,650-pint goal on the final 
day of the drive. 
''We currently have a shortage of a particular 
type," said Alonza Buird, communications 
manager of the - St. Louis chapter of · the 
American Red Cross, adding tha,t inventories Qf 
type 0 blood are low in the entire 
Missouriilllinois bi·state region. 
Buird said the shortage puts hospitals in the 
position of choosing to postpone major surgeries. 
He said large amounts of type 0 blood would be 
needed in emergency situations, adding that "we 
could find ourselves in a real pinch." 
Buird said although other blood types are 
abundant, Red Cross cannot stock hosoitals with 
type 0 blood. "We only send what they are 
scheduled to use," he said. 
Lab technicians at Sarah Bush Lincoln Health 
Center refused to comment if they were short on 
blood, but Buird said the blood collected at 
Eastern's drive, as well as other drives in the bi­
state region, is distributed among 140 hospitals. 
Buird said although nine to 12 blood drives are 
held each day in the bi-state region, one blood 
drive can have a tremendous effect on the total 
supply. He said one pint of blood, which is the 
- normal amount collected from one donor� can be -
broken down to benefit four others. 
"A lot depends on how much blood is collected 
at our drives," Buird said. However, Memorial 
Medical Center, St. John's Hospital and eight 
other hospitals in the Springfield area don't 
depend on the American Red Cross for their 
blood. 
"There's no shortage problem here," said Royce 
Kesselring, assistant chief technician at 
Memorial Medical Center in Springfield. 
Kesselring said their blood comes from the 
community blood bank in Springfield. 
The Central Illinois Community Blood Bank, 
which was established in 1971 by hospitals and 
doctors in Springfield, takes a different approach 
to collecting blood than the American Red Cross. 
"Instead of letting the people come to us, we go 
to them," said Janet Conner, director of the 
(See RED,  page 6) 
pplications to be accepted for new Union area head 
Eastern is now accepting ap­
'cations for the position of Union 
head. 
The position was formerly held by 
' Clark, whose request for a 
pensated leave of absence was 
ted by the university on Feb. 4. 
An announcement that applications 
new university union director has 
distributed on campus, said 
Williams, vice president for 
student affairs. The position an­
nouncement lists an Aug. 1 starting 
date. 
Faculty Senate Chair Mary 
Wohlrabe said she has received a 
letter from Williams asking the 
sen�te to appoint a representative to 
serve on a committee to search for 
·Clark's replacement. 
Williams said Wednesday that 
Clark is still on compensated leave. 
He ref erred any questions on what 
Clark's status will be after a new 
union area head is chosen to Eastern 
President Stanley Rives' office. Rives 
could not be reached for comment 
Wednesday. 
In February, Clark requested and 
was granted a compensated leave of 
absence following a Jan. 8 conviction 
on disorderly conduct charges after he 
admitted letting the air out of the car 
tires of an Eastern student, a woman 
he formerly dated. The student also 
file a complaint with Eastern's Af-
firmative Action office. 
Joan Gosset, director of Union 
business operations, has served as the 
acting area head since the leave was 
granted to Clark: 
Student body President Mike 
_Madigan, who earlier praised Clark's 
contributions to Eastern and ex­
pressed concern of his possible 
dismissal, said he would like to talk to 
administrators before expressing an 
opinion on the new developments. 
2 Tlie Dally Eastern N 
l\ssociated Press 
State/Nation/World 
Tower commission says Reagan 
sold weapons for U.S�:hostages 
Washington moves to heal rifts 
CHICAGO-MayoiHa:rold Washington, sounding more 
like a statesman and less like the maverick Democrat who #aptured City Hall four years ago, moved Wednesday to 
heal party rifts that threaten his bid for a second term. 
Washington capped a rancorous and divisive primary 
campaign late Tuesday by overpowering Jane Byrne, the 
feisty former mayor he turned out of office in 1983's bitter 
primary fight. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Tower com­
mission will report that the United States sold 
arms to Iran to win the release of American 
hostages, despite contrary statements by 
President Reagan, but the panel could 'not 
determine how profits from the deal were 
diverted to Nicaraguan rebels, a source said 
Wednesday. 
Concluding a three-month investigation, the 
three-member board headed by former Sen. 
John Tower, R-Texas, will deliver its findj.ngs 
- to the president at 10 a.m. EST Thursday and 
discuss its report at a news conference an hour 
later. 
On the eve of the report's release, Whi 
House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater 
Reagan had sent the board a letter last Friday 
as it was completing its work, because 
simply felt there were other recollections 
clarifications he wanted to provide the board." 
In two-meetings with the board, Reagan 
conflicting statements about· when 
authorized the first shipment of U.S.  wea 
to Iran, according to published reports. C 
and former White.House aides have-dispu 
each other on when Reagan approved 
transaction. 
''It's another benchmark in the road toward reform . . .  it's 
pretty clear that the majority of people of the- city of 
Chicago agree with our programs, by all kinds of-tests," the 
mayor said Wednesday on NBC-TV's ''Today" show, 
referring to his vow to rid the city of remnants of the 
Democratic machine that once dominated all aspects of 
local government. Kremlin drives for social reforms 
Deaver challenges 'ethics' law MOSCOW (AP)-Kremlin leader Mikhail S. the past year saw very much from the 
viewpoint of social meaningfulness," the Soviet 
leader said. "And at the same time we now 
realize only the very first steps have 
WASHINGTON-Attorneys for Michael D. Deaver 
Wednesday went to court in an effort to prevent an in­
dependent counsel from seeking an indictment later in the 
day against the one-time Reagan aide . 
Gorbachev today accused the West of fueling 
international tension to divert the Soviet 
Union's resources from domestic reform. 
In papers filed in U.S. District Court, Deaver's attorneys 
argued that the 1978 law creating the position of in­
dependent counsel is unconstitutional and sought a 
temporary restraining order against Whitney North 
Seymour Jr. , the independent counsel named to in­
vestigate Deaver. 
Gorbachev told the Congress of Soviet Trade 
Unions that U.S. -Soviet arms negotiations are 
making no progress because of American in­
transigence, but that the Soviet Union was 
keeping the door open for any "honest steps" to 
reduce weapons. 
taken. 
· 
. 
''The main thing, and hence the most dif: 
ficult, still lies ahead," Gorbachev declared. "Up 
to now we hav� been mostly preparing for 
reorganization; we were working out itJi 
strategy, mapping out the main ways, iden· 
tifying everything that was a hindrance 
called for · adjustment, and determining The challenge to the Ethics in Government Act is the 
second one this week. 
Gorbachev also told the delegates the most 
difficult stage in the Kremlin's drive for 
economic and social reforms lies ahead. positions of departure." -
"A year on the whole is a very brief period but 
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•Flyers 
•Memo Pads 
•Booklets 
• Wedding Invitations 
CHARLESTON EFFINGHAM 
622 W. Lincoln 
(West Park Plaza) 
2t7-345-6331 
902B W. Wabash 
P.O. Box 683 
217-347-0220 
3 drafts 
$1 
75C Well 
Drinks 
(9 - close) 
f�IE�US � C(). 
Presents 
Count Casimir Pulaski Night 
Celebrate our Polish heritage with 
Rae Linkiewicz, Laura Rembowski, 
Linda and Suzanne Szachnitowski 
Lots of Prizes & Giveaways 
75¢ Wyborowa Polish Vodka 
75¢ Coors & Coors Light 
Polka Contest!- You've heard 
of Polish Weddings? 
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'-'KARI EBINGER'' 
·New Sweetheart 
of Delta Tau Delta 1987 
�El 
I 
I The Ladies of Phi Sigma Sigma 
i NEW;;�;;;;;;�;��T i John Ahlemeyer 
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20% 
EARLY SPRING 
ESPRIT SPORT . · ' 
& Remaining Bib Overalls 
1 ¢SALE- We still have 
two racks of winter left ... 
Buy one at the Sale price, get 
next of equal or less value for 1 ¢ 
UNIVERSI 
VILLAGE 
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tu dents go·to Chicago in support Of mayor 
Policies blamed\. · · :w." ��� • ·-· 
· · 
for low turnouf . .... 
of EIU students'..:_.:,: 
pus.editor 
Jane Byrne was not the only thteaf-'.': 
Ch i c a g o  M a y o r  Ha rol d . 
· 
ashingto:ri's bid to win ... the : · 
niocratic mayoral. nomination.· . .• 
esday. Eastern instructors could 
ve also foiled his attempt. · . 
Mark ·Allen, the co-founder of. tli:e. ;: : 
· ois alliance of black strident.·. 
rganizations, said that as many as·•· 
members· of Eastern's Youth for .: 
. old ,Washin�n w�re not' per:!:::· tted to travel to Chicago for the · 
. · ary election Tuesday because of · 
astern instructors' attendence 
licies. . . 
Eastern's Youth for Har.old>: . 
. ashington planned the trip to allow · 
udents to distribute election · 
aterial in support of Washington . . • . · 
Allen. said several Eastern studentS �':' 
lied his Chicago office Tuesday and. 
plained that they would not be able 
.partj�ipate in the campaign after 
e-§ were denied excused absences. 
Originally Allen said about 400 · 
stern students had signed up for 
e trip, but he noted that only abbut I STEVE BEAMER I Staff photographer 
00 students actually made the trip . 
nior Kimberly Winston, president 
f Eastern's Delta Sigma Theta 
rority and participant in the Youth 
or Harold Washington bus trip .to 
icago, said actually only about 150 
Students enter a bus· destined for Chicago to support 
Mayor Harold Washington's campaign for re-election. As 
the students were unable to obtain excused absences for 
the day only some of the students who signed up for the trip 
actually went. � 
udents signed-up for the trip and 
dded that about 60 students made 
e trip . 
James Johnson, dean of student 
rvices, said the attendence policies 
were left to the discretion of the class 
structors. ''This was not an Eastern 
· ois University function. It was 
ot excusable," Johnson said. 
"For the dean of students to in­
rcede (in not excusing students from 
class) infringes on student's rights," 
Allen said in a phone interview from 
Chicago Wednesday. 
"(The excused absences) were up to 
the discresion of the teachers," White 
'd. "Dean Johnson couldn't override 
them (teachers' decisions) . "  
Buses chartered from Peoria were 
scheduled · to take students from 
Eastern to Chicago at about 6 a.m. 
Tuesday. 
'We originally sent five buses to 
Eastern," Allen said. ''They only came 
back (to Chicago) with two-and-a-half 
(buses) . "  
The buses and trip, paid for from 
Washington's campaign funds, were 
apparently told of the decreased 
number of students ''in time" and not 
all five buses made the trip to 
Charleston, Allen said. 
Arriving in Chicago at about 9 : 15  
a .m.  Tuesday, White said volunteers 
were given breakfast and then sent 
out ta "troublesome wards" to pass out 
literature on Washington. Other 
volunteers answered phone calls, 
while others still helped transport 
disabled and handicapped .voters to 
the polls . 
"I went to the 17th ward . .  .It was 
fun," White said . . 
She said the Rev. Jesse Jackson 
spoke to the group about the im­
portance of student support in 
elections . 
Students turned out from across the 
state in fairly large numbers in 
support of Washington, Allen said. 
According to Allen, the state 
universities who participated in the 
event and the number of volunteers 
from each were: Western Illinois 
University, 200; Southern Illinois 
Univ�rsity, 200; University of Illinois, 
100; and Illinois State University, 
100. "A little over 1,000 students 
from across the Midwest" par­
ticipated, Allen said. 
"The students worked very h�:i.rd," ' 
Allen said. ''It was a very credible 
effort and it definitely made --a--dif--:• 
ference." • � 
Washington won a closely contested 
election battle with Jane Byrne 
Tuesday. Allen said Washington's 
next challenge comes in the April 7 
mayoral election. 
"We won the playoff, now we have 
to get ready for the Superbowl," Allen 
said of the April 7 general election. 
x_pelled students 'slip' through college admissions 
itor's note: ThiS is the fourth article in a five­
rt series concerning &stern 's Judici.al Review 
oard.) 
I 
Every school has its own version of a disciplinary 
stem, but some of the policies adopted by 'the 
various schools differ greatly. 
eir own set policies, some which Eastern enforces 
d some which they do not. 
One of the controversial policies surrounding the 
hools is whether serious violations of the conduct 
e by a student should be placed on the student's 
cademic transcript. , 
Keith Kohanzo, judicial hearing officer, said that 
tern has chosen not to place the student's 
· iplinary record on the student's academic 
ord. 
Western Illinois, which has a similar system to 
tern's, also does not place violations on the 
dents academic record. But Tim Sheridan, 
estern's judicial hearing coordinator, said 
estern is considering a change in that policy. 
"Some students at other institutions had been 
pelled and they slipped through our admissions," 
eridan said. "And then the student got in trouble 
re. That concerns me a great deal . I would like to 
J I' A: L 
B 0 AR D 
c D I. 
kind of know that, and it is something we are 
looking into."  
Southern Illinois, University of Illinois, Illinois 
State and Northern, however, do include the 
· discipline on the student's academic record, but 
usually only for the duration of the suspension. 
Northern Illinois puts a notation on the academic 
transcript when a student is suspended or expelled. 
Larry Boles, Northern's judicial coordinator, said, 
''It (transcript) does not go outside the school unless 
it is requested by the student." 
Four of the five schools will expell a student for 
very serious crimes. Southern Illinois University's 
judicial coordinator Richard Hayes, however, said 
"expulsion is not in our phrasiology." 
Except for Southern, the coordinators said that 
they would expell or suspend students who were 
considered a threat to the rest of the student body 
or had committed very serious violations, such as 
repeated offenses or academic misconduct. 
Kohano stated that he felt Illinois State's 
disciplinary system was probably the busiest of any 
of the state schools, 
"I think the school with the greatest respon­
sibility is ISU," Kohanzo said. ''They handle grades 
(disputes) and grievances."  
"The grievances are usually brought up by 
students against instructors," said Brenda 
Vanlandingham, judicial board secretary at ISU. 
''We have between 15  to 25 grievances a year, and 
only two or three are voted in favor of a grade 
change. The student has to have fairly good 
evidence."  
Of the five schools asked, all said that their 
hearings were closed to the press and the public, 
unless the student gave written permission for the 
case to become public record. 
(Tomorrow's article will deal with the privacy issue 
in Judici.al Board cases.) 
? ? ? ? ? .When in �oubt, ch�ck �t out . . .  
• 
-
• _ • • • 
· 1n The Daily Eastern News! 
Opinion 
Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
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Administration 
should support 
new senate bill 
A bill passed by Student Senate requests 
the word "staff" not be used in place of the 
instructor's name on course schedules. 
The senate-approved bill also requests 
that if listing "staff" can not be avoided that 
students be notified of the instructor's name 
by the first day of add-drops. 
Edl•tOrl• al In order for the bill to b e c o m e  p o l i c y ,  
however, it must be 
. approved by the admir1istration. 
Now that the student senate has made its 
move, it is the administration's turn to make 
a decision. Hopefully the administration will 
stand up for students' interests and approve 
the bill. 
Students have a right to know who the 
instructor for a class will be. 
In certain cases, student-instructor 
personal conflicts exist. Because of the 
conflict, the student's education in the class 
can, and probably will, suffer. The student 
has a right to a good education like the rest 
of the students in class who do not have a 
conflict. 
In many cases specific instructors are 
recommended to students by friends or 
other instructors. A �tudent has the right to 
know which instructors are teaching which 
classes and sections in order to take a 
recommended or, as the case may be, non­
recommended instructor. 
Or perhaps a student has had an in­
structor before and found he or she learned 
a lot and enjoyed the class. It is certainly 
understandable - that the student should 
want to take another class by the same 
instructor. 
Glenn Williams, vice president of student 
affairs, has already voiced his approval of 
the bill to one student senator. Hopefully the 
rest of the administration will realize the 
value of the bill and approve it. 
Trying to register for cla&ses and not 
knowing ·who the instructor can be an 
annoying and frustrating experience for 
students. 
And that is something that can be 
avoided. 
Letter policy 
The Daily Eastern News welcomes letters to the 
editor from any reader addressing issues relating to 
the campus community. 
The name and telephone number of at least one 
author must be submitted with each letter to the 
EJitor. Letters must be 250 words or less. 
(Editor's note: The following Here at The Daily Eastern News, a reporter 
column contains language quoted a crippled Vietnam veteran saying some 
which may be offensive to about the "goddamned war." Inevitably, there 
some readers.) • debate in the newsroom over whether the word 
Although we may smirk at it too offensive to print. 
now, Clark Gable's famous line Would you have printed it? We did. Being 
in "Gone With the Wind" siderate of readers' tastes is necessary, but not 
('Frankly, my dear, I don't give the point where it requires a man to speak politely 
a damn') was pretty risque a war in which both his legs were blown off. In sto 
-stuff wben the movie first of anger and bitterness, unsavory words come 
opened in 1939. Kevin the territory. 
But that line h�s. since And keep in mind that no word is inherently 
become a classic because of - McDermott scene-it all comes down to how it's used (W 
its intensity. Gable would ster's dictionary, for instance, lists 18 diffe 
never have said to Scarlet definitions for the word "screw," from a har 
O'Hara;. "I couldn't care less," or "I don't give a noun meaning a little silver fastening device 
darn." vulgar verb meaning . .  .'well, you know). 
Gable didn't give a damn-in modern terminology, I once had an instructor who was especially 
he was 'telling Scarlet to take a flying leap. The shrill breathing new life into his lectures with the ere 
voices of 1_930s morality may not have liked dreaded use of vulgarity. The "Kaiser had his ass kicked" 
"d-word," but they couldn't deny that it got the World War I. Germany "got the big screw" with 
message across loud and clear. Treaty of Versailles. The Soviet (esponse to 
Even today, our society is saturated with a silly fear criticism was "tough shitski." 
of using appropriate-if "vulgar"-language. Crude? Sure. But it's ultimately just as 
Take Watergate, for example: To this day, printed curate-and certainly more interesting-than lif 
transcripts of the Watergate tapes almost always textbook summaries of humanity. 
have the words "expletive deleted" in place of Now, let's be totally honest here. How 
Nixon's gutter-talk. That's pretty ironic when· you readers out there are going to lose sleep over 
consider that what Nixon said could not have been words you've seen in this column? How many of 
nearly as obscene as what Nixon did. haven't used at least a few of those words y 
There was also a remark by former U.S. Attorney selves? I rest my case. _ 
General John Mitchell about Washington Post There will always be those who think it their duty 
publisher Katharine Graham�. He·:�i(f.Graham w_ould . wash out our mouths and insist that we stick 
"get ber tit caught in ·a: wringer·� · !Jecause of her · phrases like "War is heck," "Darn the torped 
newspaper's relentless coverage.:dHNatergate>The and "Frankly, tny dear, I don't give a hoot." 
Post ancf most other newsp·apeis printed the quote, The shrill voices of morality will always be with 
substituting little blanks for you-know-what. to some degree, shrieking loudly whenever v 
Why the blanks? Impressionable little kids don't .and nouns too accurately reflect reality. 
generally g�t engrossed in political coverage, and And, luckily, there will always be plenty of 
even "sensitive" adults know what "t--" means, jectives to describe such people. But let's justs 
anyway. with "naive," for now. 
· Why not just tell it like it is? Why should the words -Kevin McDermott is a senior reporter and a reg 
we use always be squeaky-clean when, in fact, columnist for The Daily Eastern News. 
reality is often filthy? 
PAST ... 
' . 
Your turn 
Thepaper's policy 
needs a change 
Editor: 
I missed a seminar that was of 
special interest to me. A 
psychiatrist lectured at noon and 
I didn't get the chance to read 
The Daily Eastern News to find 
out about it until early afternoon. 
I really wanted to read the paper 
earlier but with morning classes, 
I just didn't get the chance. 
(Many teachers frown on 
I 
FUTURE • • •  
students reading papers during 
class or so I've been warned.) I 
was wondering why an article 
was in the paper the day it 
occurred so I called the News. I 
was told that it is the policy of 
the paper to do.it that way. 
/ 
"They" said the reason an 
event is not in the paper the day 
before is because many students 
may read about something, 
throw the paper out and then not 
have it for reference. I accepted 
this explanation even though I 
didn't agree with it. But, it always 
happens that you start to think of 
something else to say after 
hang up. 
I can't believe students; i 
eluding myself, are being 
like small children that can't 
remember something for e 
one day. If something is im­
portant enough you'll rem 
it and include it in your sc 
and if you don't care it won 
matter when or if it's in the 
paper. I think this policy s 
be changed and I'm sure o 
have missed out on things 
Susan Manbeck-A 
Thursday, February 26, 1987 
Hangin' by a thread 
A workman takes advantage of Wednesday's mild weather to continue 
. 
Off icials_§tiU Puzzled 
By CHRYST AL PHILPOTT Coles COunty Health Department. It 
City editor was their (Coles County Health 
Health officials have yet to learn Department) directive originally," she 
the cause of a possible food-related said. 
illness which struck 87 of 101 The local health department is 
students who dined at the Oak Brook having stool samples of students who 
Hyatt Hotel Feb. 14, attended the formal analyzed to 
The students, who were attending determine the cause of the illness. 
the Delta Tau Delta fraternity's Dan Stretch, director of en­
Valentine's Day formal held at the viromental health of the Coles County 
hotel, began feeling ill anywhere from · Health Department, said the students 
two to 50 hours after dining at the were restricted when they were 
hotel. diagnosed as ill from the possible 
Last week three students who food-related illness-. 
developed symptoms of the unknown Stretch said the students were 
illness and also held jobs with campus restricted from working at food 
food service, were restricted from service because they could Qe carriers 
working after. However, all three of whatever was causing the unknown 
students have been allowed to return illness. 
to work. Sterling said she was notified 
Two of the students work at through the mail that the students 
Thomas Hall and the third works in were allowed to resume work and the 
the Gregg Triad. health department phoned. each 
"1 informed them that_ they _could stu.dent.'.s.. supenrisor to inform them_ 
not come back to work until they had the students could return to work. 
gotten two negative stool samples, Sterling said she could not 
which were given to them free by the remember a previous time when 
__ (Coles Count.y)-Health-Department,'.'... _w.orkerS-were restricted for-a.possible-. - -­
said Beverly Sterling, director of food-related illness. However, "years 
residence hall food service. ago we had a person eliminated after a 
"The directive came through tuberculosis test," she said. 
(Eastem's) Health Service from the 
United Way to give awards 
By SHERRY BAILEY . businesses, held a raffle. They gave 
Staffwriter away a VCR and sent the money to 
The Eastern Coles County United United Way. 
cableu:epail:s.near..McDanald.'.s.,..12...W.�ncoJnA\le . - _ -- .. -
Way is in the process of presenting On opening day for Hook's Drugs, a 
- awards... to. all businesses, industries-i:ibOOn--made-· ef- eae-dollar --bills- -� 
----------------------------"""' and agencies who contributed to the totaling $200 was contributecI ·1· ,. . hon Aq ·no's e·gn organization this year. Champion Federal gave $4,000 from I 1p1nos or UI r I This year's goal was $77,900, said federal savings and loans throughout 
MANILA (AP)-Filipinos cheered 
d danced Wednesday - in the same 
eets where they stood en masse a 
. ago,- faeed down- tanks- with 
ople power" and drove President 
erdinand E. Marcos into exile. 
Bands played. Some people danced 
and rooftops. The crowds 
cheered "Cory! Cory!" for Corazon 
Aquino , the widow of an assassinated 
opposition leader who was thrust into 
his.role and became president . 
Helicopters hovered ' overhead 
-- showering flowers on the joyous 
crowd. Three U.S.  Air Force jets 
streaked repeatedly across the sky. 
Check out the new D.J., 
CHUCK HEMINGHOUS at TED'S 
Thursday Night -
25¢ Miller Lite / 
Screwdrivers 
6 5 • Fuzzy Navels � Blue Tail Flies ·-- - Any-flavorschnapps T-Shirt-Hat­$5 Bill Drawings 50¢ Admission 
�zazi 
BEER BASHI 
TOP OF ROCKS 
COME PARTY 
____ _ ___  WIJH _IH_E MEN OE_ 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA 
TONIGHT 8:00-1 :00 
$3ALLYOU 
-----CAN-DRINK 
LIVEDJI 
United Way Treasurer Carol Strode. Central illinois. 
"Charleston has been very fortunate," Awards of appreciation, first year 
she said, referring to the $73,000 contributing awards and year bars, 
contribution total. Eastern students will be presented. ' ·-­
and faculty - confributea- $18,34 7 • - UnitecfWay funds Qamp NewJI9pe, 
alone. Boy Scouts, Red Cross, Salvation 
Some contributed by giving cor- Army, Parents Anonymous, Help-line 
porate checks, payroll deductions or and other agencies. 
cash . Wal-Mart, like several other 
SUMMER JOBS 
EARN $3000 - $4500 THIS SUMMER 
• Exterior House Pointing 
• 14 Week Mini(num Season 
• 40 Hours Per Week 
• Management Opportunities in 1st Year 
• Great Career Experience 
• Starting $5 Per Hour Woge 
-HURRY-•---·- ---- �®lklkli@IK _ - ';-.. � 
• �©ill�W'lf All Job Openings Will Be Filled . 
In The Next Few Weeks. ' TEAM 
To Apply, Call 
(312) 665-8200 
Or Write COiiege Craft Pals;tters 
434 Sunnyside Avenue 
Wheaton, IL 60187 
HOUSEPAINTERS 
' ,' 
6 
,_ 
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Housing Act Students _____ _ 
Dixon proposes neW bi l l  
lot of time ."  
He said such· a system wouldn't be  
possible at  Eastern for at  least "a 
couple of years . 
requesting the cancellation of a tri 
Washington, D .C . ,  for Madigan 
two senators .  The trip was to lobby 
higher education. . . 
to .a id homeless i n  1 988 "We have 30 days to get in a final report," he said. "As of next year, it's 
not'on our budget, unfortunately ."  
''The delegation that was 
together was not with an adviser," 
said . University policy requires one 
By CHRYST AL PHILPOTT 
City editor 
Senator Alan J. Dixon has in­
troduced legislation which, if 
passed, could authorize $120 
million for the homeless in 1988. 
The bill , known a s  the 
Emergency Housing Act of 1987, 
not only authorizes the $120 
million, but also allots an ad­
ditional $50 million when matched 
with funds from state and local 
programs. 
Wade Nelson , a spokesman from 
Dixon'f office ,  said if atld when the 
money is allotted, any number of 
local organizations could receive 
funding. 
Nelson said churches and soup 
kitchens who provide services for 
the homeless could be recipients . 
"They (the Red Cross, Salvation 
A r m y  a n d  o t h e r  s u c h  
organizations) could conceivably be 
involved from city to city if they 
provide services for the homeless,"  
Nelson said. 
An Em ergency Housing Natior 
��000 
AT K E AASOTES TH EATRES 
WILL P.OGEP.S 345.9222 • 
All Seats S 1 
LAST NITE 
Star TreL IV (PG) 7:00 
LAST NITE 
Crimes of the Heart (PG 1 3) 7:1 5 
TIME 235·3� 1 5 1111 I 
LAST NITE 
O utrageous Fortune (R) 4:45•7 : 10  
LAST NITE 
Mosquito Coast ((I) 4:30•7:00 
CINEMA � 258-8228 . 
Platoon (R) 4:30•7•9:30 
LAST NITE 
From the Hip (PG) 4:45•7:1 5•9:20 
LAST NITE. 
Over the Top (PG) 5•7:20•9:1 5 
s200 All SHOWS OEFOP.E 6 P.M. DAILY1 
Board, which will also be created 
by the legislation, would work with 
other local organizations in 
deciding who would be funded, he 
said. 
The two-year · authorization 
would help fund; as well as coor­
dinate , federal assistance programs 
geared for the homeless. 
The bill also includes demon­
stration projects at shelters which 
would address more long term · 
problems of employment services, 
education, mental and physical 
health care and other services the 
homeless need to help them 
e stablish independence -and 
stability. 
"We're hopeful to be able to get a 
hearing on this relatively soon. 
We're not sure exactly when," 
Nelson said. 
"It's a slow process at times. We 
hope to be gathering a lot of 
support as we go along. Hopefully, 
a hearing on the legislation will be 
sometime soon. "  
''I just want everybody to know', our 
problems are real minor compared to 
the rest of the United States," said 
Lori Lockman , another senate 
representative at COSGA. 
•Anita Craig, director of student 
activities,  gave her reasons for 
Central Illinois Community Blood 
Bank. She said their process of 
collecting blood is done in-house, 
instead of relying on drives. 
Conner said workers at the blood 
bank start making calls early in the 
morning asking people to come in and 
donate blood "and we don't quit until 
we get enough." She said the blood 
bank works closely with the 10 
hospitals it serves, making sure to 
replenish the blood supply oq a daily 
basis. 
"We don't have more blood than we 
know what to do with," Conner said, 
adding that they have never ex­
perienced a blood shortage . 
Conner said the Red Cross is more 
likely to experience blood shortages 
with Campus Marketing 
"Also, the delegation included 
graduating senior and one stu 
who was moving on to other thin 
campus."  She said people going 
such a trip should be planning 
continue working with the senate. 
because they rely on people coming 
them. "The community has to 
dedicated," she added. 
Although the Springfield bl 
bank has experimented with bl 
drives, Conner said, ''They can 
disastrous."  She recalled a drive 
blood bank held wh�n nobody sho 
up, so they had to go back to the of 
and call dortors until that 
requirement was met. 
"I suppose our system wouldn't 
feasible in cities much smaller 
larger than Springfield," Conner 
adding that besides similar bl 
banks in Champaign, Galesburg 
the Chicago area, most of the s 
continues to rely on the Red Cross. 
YOUR BEST DEAL TO - FLORIDA 
YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY) 
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE) 
I N CLUDES : 
• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful 
Daytona Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only). We use 
nothing but modern highway coaches. 
• Eight Florido days/seven endless nights at one of our 
exciting oceanfront hotels. located right on the DoVtono 
Beach strip.  Your hotel hos a beautiful pool .  sun de.:k. air  
conditioned rooms. color TV. and a nice long stretch of 
beach. 
• A ful l  schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day. 
• A ful l  l ist of pre-arranged discounts to save you money in 
Daytona Beach. 
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a 
good time. 
• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcot. deep 
sea fishing. party cruises. etc. 
• All taxes and tips. -- -
- ·  S PEN D A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE 
.FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
_AND.SIGN UP 
- �R-ob :Ha�nsen 
Dead_l i ne Fri .)ti:( Fri . 3/6 
581 -2682 
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Vandals strike 
Thursday,  February 2 6 ,  1 9 8 7  1 
CHUCK WATKINS I Staff photographer 
Assist antshi ps to a i d ­
fac u lty wit h research 
By MIKE BURKE 
News editor 
Six new graduate assistantships to 
aid faculty members on research 
projects were recently approved by 
the Council on Graduate Studies. 
The research assistantship program 
grew out of structural revisions of the 
CGS in the past two years that more 
closely links it to the Council on 
Faculty Research , said Larry 
Williams, dean of the graduate school 
and research. 
Williams said the program, which 
the council passed on Feb. 3, will 
allow graduate assistants to be an 
integral part of projects which will 
give them experience and training in 
the area of research. The students' 
work also could lead to a thesis, ar­
ticles for publications, a music recital 
or a piece of artwork, he said. 
Williams said a screening com­
mittee has been created to pick which 
projects that the graduate assistants 
will work on. He said he expected 
faculty members to begin proposing 
projects by April . 
The screening committee will be 
looking 'for projects which the 
graduate students will be greatly 
involved in, he said. 
''We don't want the students to be 
doing typing and filing for faculty," 
Williams said. 
the specific project or may ask 
graduate assistants from his or her 
department's pool to participate in the 
program. Graduate students can also 
apply to participate in the program, 
he said. 
The project all came about because 
of efforts to more closely link the 
graduate school and faculty research, 
Williams said. 
The chair of the screening com­
mittee, Garret DeRuiter, currently 
serves on both the CGS and the CFS, 
Williams said. 
DeRuiter serves as a laison between 
the two councils, Williams sad. The 
joint membership position on the two 
councils was mandated by a 
restructuring of the CGS in the fall of 
1986, he said. The restructuring also 
increased the mebership of the council 
and guaranteed fairer representation 
a_mong the university's colleges. 
The CGS now has eight -graduate 
school faculty members and one 
graduate student. The members, who 
are elected by the graduate school 
faculty, must be from different areas 
of the university's 34 graduate school 
programs. 
An Eastern employee works on one of many light poles Wednesday 
damaged by recent vandalism. 
Students chosen to participate in 
the research assistantship program 
will recieve a stipend of $440 per 
month for the nine-month project 
period and will also receive a graduate 
tuition waiver. 
Formerly the CGS was made up of 
six members, three from the College 
of Arts and Sciences and three outside 
of that college . The old structure had 
less representation among the colleges 
and literally allowed three of the 
council members to be in the same 
department, Williams said. 
The council has undergone several 
other changes in the past two years, 
Simon announces plans The screening committee is made up 
of three members of the CGS and 
three members of the Council on 
Faculty Research, said Frank Parcells, 
CGS chair. Parcells said one project 
from each of Eastern's six college's 
will be approved by the committee. 
Williams said . , 
The CGS revised its criteria to be 
accepted for graduate faculty status. 
The council also revised format and 
structure procedures for new course 
proposals. 
WASHING TON (AP)-Sen. Paul 
Simon of Illinois announced Wed­
nesday he definitely will not seek the 
Democratic presidential nomination, 
giving a boost to Sen. Dale Bumpers' 
prospects for the 1988 campaign. 
Simon, who had endorsed Bumpers 
previously but said he would consider 
running if Bumpers· did not, added 
that the Arkansas Democrat "has 
indicated to me h_e probably will 
become a candidate. "  
"The senator i s  extremely gratified 
and flattered," said Bumpers' press 
secretary, Matt James. 
"I should stress, though, that he has 
not made a decision whether he will 
run or will not run," James ·said. "He 
has no firm timetable as to when he 
will make that decision."  
BUS STOP TOURS 
For reservations cal l Lisa-348-1 663 
Jenny-581 -2632 600 N. Atlantic Ave. 
(904)-554471 
c:.n Toi Free �522-2474 
Simon had been urged to seek the 
presidency as long ago as last sum­
mer, when 15 House members wrote a 
letter offering their support. 
''I'm grateful to my friends and 
colleagues in the House and Senate," 
he said at a news conference .  "There 
was a fair amount of interest. But I 
would be fooling you if I said there 
was a large draft out there. 
''I never reached the point where I 
felt I was likely to be a candidate." 
He added that the Democrats could 
not choose a better presidential 
candidate than Bumpers, a former 
Arkansas governor who was elected to 
the Senate in 1974. 
"He combines conviction and strong 
beliefs," Simon said. ''He conveys 
compassion."  
One research graduate assistantship 
will be awarded to the College of 
Applied Science, College of Arts and 
Sciences, College of Business, College 
of Education, College of Fine Arts and 
College of Health, Physical Health 
and Recreation. . 
Williams said once the projects have 
been chosen by the screening com­
. mittee, it will be up to the six faculty 
members proposing the projects to 
recruit students to aid in their 
research. He said faculty members 
have the option of recruiting a senior 
who· may be interested in working on 
Misunderstandings among faculty 
members who did not understand the 
motives for changes and more for­
malized requirements in council 
procedure created some controversy, 
Williams said. 
In fact, the new guidelines extend 
the term of appointment to graduate 
faculty from five to seven years, 
Williams said. Also, changes were 
made to allow for faculty members 
who do not have an advanced degree, 
but have a unique notoriety or ex­
pertise in their field, to· serve on the 
graduate faculty, a provision not 
formalized before, he said. 
Revisi� Black Vaude ville Of The Rqaring 20 's 
UB Human Potential Presents . .  · . · · 
The Award Winning Musical A New Orleans jazz 
ONE MO 'TIME 
Musical that shows 
a unique slice 
of show business 
history "A Hot, Wild, Rousing Delight" 
Time Magazine S� nday,· March 1 
8:00 p.m.  
Grand Bal l room 
*2 Students with vatid l .D. · · ·  ·. 
*5 General Public 
Tickets Available at Union Box Office 
Weekdays 9 a. m . -3 p . m . 
lllk� 
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AB to d iscuss proposed sports budget h i ke 
By KIM MIKUS 
Staff writer -
A budget increase of $10,000 requested by the 
Recreational Sports Board will be the subject for 
discussion and deliberation by the Apportionment 
Board Thursday. 
, get the entire sum because the AB is planning to cut 
next year's budget for six boards by $17 ,000. 
mcome. ,-
Players chair Gerald Sullivan said at last week's 
AB meeting the group needed an unspecified in­
crease in their budget because there had been 
"increases in promotion (advertising), lumber and 
materials" since last year. 
''We do have to cut at least $17,000, which means 
some changes have to be made," Wolfe said. 
The AB will meet at 7 p.m. in the Union addition 
Tuscola-Arcola room. 
Previously, the AB had discussed the board's 
request for additional funding created by an in­
creased student payroll. 
In other business, the AB is expected to decide on 
the Players budget. Players is a board under AB­
budgetary control and is considered an educational 
theater field that periodically puts on stage 
productions. 
Sullivan said earlier, he believed if his board were 
to su�fer budget-cuts by the AB, he proposed that 
the AB keep away from the student payroll, and 
instead, cut from other areas. 
"I think most of the things in the request are 
justified," said AB Chair Christy Wolfe. 
In determining the Players' budget-approval 
request, the AB is expected to make comparisons 
between this year's price requests for ticket sales 
and last year's price to compare the group's outside 
"If cuts are necessary" for the Players' budget, "I 
think it should not be in stud�nt payroll,"  Sullivan 
told the AB members at a Feb. 19 meeting. 
However_, Wolfe did say the sports board may not 
Hig h  court hands Reagan policy defeat 
W A S H I N G T O N  ( A P ) - T h e  
Supreme Court, in an important 
victory for affirmative action and a 
defeat for the �eagan administration, 
on Wednesday upheld racial quotas to 
hasten the promotions of blacks. 
By a 5-4 vote, the justices said a 
court-ordered plan requiring 
promotion of equal numbers of black 
. and white Alabama state poijce 
troopers is constitutional. 
The plan does not amount to reverse 
discrimination against whites whose 
promotions may be delayed, the court 
said, because it is a "narrowly 
tailored" device to correct proven past 
discrimination. 
In other decisions, the court: 
•Voted 6-3 to bar state and local 
governments from regulating high­
stakes bingo games and other gam­
bling on Indian reservations until 
Congress consents to such regulation. 
•Ruled, by an 8-1 vote in a Florida 
case, that -states may not deny 
unemployment benefits to employee$ 
fired for refusing to work on their 
Sabbath. The court said such denials 
violate freedom of religion. 
•Ruled . unanimously that the 
federal government may put limits on 
rates cable television companies pay 
for attaching their wires to utility 
company poles. 
The affirmative action decision 
marks the first time the high court 
directly has upheld racial quotas for 
promotions. The justices previously 
upheld hiring quotas but have struck 
down racial preferences that protect 
blacks with less seniority than whites 
from layoffs. 
The ruling was hailed by civil rights 
groups that said it is another blow 
against the administration's assault 
on racial preferences in the American 
workpiace . 
"Once again the Supreme Court has 
rejected the Justice Department," said 
Clyde Murphy of the NAACP Legal 
Defense Fund. ''We hope they (ad­
ministration officials) decide it's 
appropriate now to support the law 
rather than resist what is the clear 
message of the Supreme Court."  
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, meeting 
with President Reagan at the White 
House on black education and other 
matters, said , "Now that the court has 
spoken, I hope that the law will be 
·Chicago Style 
-Pizza · , 
Cou pon worth · 
$_2.00 off on 
Thursdays 
Fast FREE ' 
Delivery . 
enforced vigorously."  
. Assistant Attorney General 
William Bradford Reynolds, head of 
the Justice Department's civil rights 
division, minimized the significance 
of the ruling. 
· 
"Our position has been never to use 
racial preferences. The court has said 
hardly ever and has carved out narrow 
exceptions," he said. 
The Alabama plan requires 
promotion of one qualified black for 
each higher rank or until. the police 
department adopts an approved 
racially neutral promotion system. 
The only time the plan, ordered by 
U.S. District Judge Myron H. 
Thompson, has been implemented was 
to promote eight black and eight 
white troopers to corporal in 1984.  
Justice William J .  Brennan, in the 
court's main opinion, rejected the 
administration's argument that a 50-
50 quota is too high when blacks 
comprise only 25 percent of the af­
fected labor force. 
The administration "ignores that 
the 50 percent figure is not itself the 
goal . r 
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usting MS 
·- AMA� c81ibrates 
50th anniversary 
Campus group totals 200 
B y  DONELLE PARDEE 
Associate activities editor 
The American Marketing Association is 
celebrating its 50th anniversary as a national 
organization. 
Darrin Bowen, president of Eastern's chapter, 
said Eastern first recognized the campus chapter as 
an organization in 1975, and it is now the largest in 
Eastern's history with 200 members. 
Bowen said the organization is not closed to 
marketing majors, but also has members who want 
the security of a nationally recognized organization 
that their major does not offer. 
, AMA -0ffers speakers twice a month to its 
members and to other interested students, Bowen 
said. 
Not only does AMA ·offer speakers, but it also 
oif ers students a chance to get involved and learn 
good leadership qualities. ''They have a chance to 
learn to be good leaders," Bowen said. 
He said the marketing instructors are ''behind 
AMA 100 percent." The group receives a lot of 
support from the faculty. ''They make an­
nouncements concerning events," he added. 
Members of the Delta Sigma Phi business sponsored by the Students Against Multiple 
temity take part in the l ip synch contest Sceloris at E . L. Krackers Wednesday night. 
Other than the speakers, leadership and faculty 
support, Eastern's chapter also offers social events 
for the members, Bowen said, adding the 
organization is traveling to St. Louis for a national 
convention Friday. ' 
tudent aid 
ncouraged 
r hospice 
tudents who would like to help the 
· ally ill and their families can 
e training classes sponsored by the 
pice of Lincolnland beginning -
h 3. 
ally Salmons,  community 
areness coordinator for the 
ization, said any Coles County 
"dent over the age of 18 who has 
suffered the death of a loved one 
the last year may apply. "College 
tlont.<:> .,,.., urolrnm<> " �<>lmnni:> i:>i:iicl 
_._ .... ....., � ..... .. ..  ______ ,.... , --·------ -- · · 
e training program, in its third 
, takes volunteers once a year. 
ently, there are well over 100 
teers, including three or four 
Eastern," Salmons said. 
e program consists of a four-week 
· 
· g period under a professional 
f. The volunteers are then 
· ed families to work with as the 
arises, Salmons said. 
e classes will meet every Tuesday 
Thursday from 1 to 3:30 p.m. 
ons--said-anyone-interested·-1n-----·­
program should contact her at 
-3231 or 234"4f>44. 
CAA reviews 
0-day option 
Th e  Council o n  Academic 
fairs plans to discuss at its 
eeting Thursday a recently 
assed Student S e n a t e  
mmendation that requests 
dents be given 10 class days 
sign up for the credit/no 
· t course option. 
Currently, students have only 
til the last day of addfdrops, 
the third class day, to opt for 
· t/no credit. 
In other -business; the CAA 
· discuss a proposill from the 
emistry department to creat.e 
new class, chemistry 4430, 
· edicinal Chemistry." 
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m. 
the Union addition Arcola­
la room. 
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and ' ' Easy Checking ' '  at 
Champion Federal 
· - - ,�es',-�-- - · v_es�sarne daycrec1_ iii ng . _ _  ----
Se.'/ t:a" '\C . · 
V
yes
-u n l i m
d
ite
f
d
t 
che
t
ckw
t
. r it i ng .  
S�P"' es-over ra pro ec ion . \ 0- (avai lable by appl ication) 
. ,, \0 , e..lO e No-m in imum balance . ·s4" ' "' ·,e.-tC �J 0 , . No•month ly service charge . 
' ""Goo"8 . . No-wa_it i ng i !'l  l i nes . . . . .  _ _ ,, . ---.------------------------------------
.Stop by our.office for an application _soon .. _ _  . 
Champion 
Federal 
500 W. Lincoln St : Charleston 345-2 1 74 
· -H ours: · -Weekdays-9-5 
Sat. 9-Noon 
Drive- In :  Weekdays 8:30-5 :30 
Sat .  8 :30·Noon 
For the financiA! t 1e.1p vuu need 
� �  v �  .... � .................................... _...a ... Mlllo� ..... ..... .................. � 
' 
/' .-. 
. / 
J 
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- Thu.rsday' s  
Digest 
TV 
4:30 p.m. 
2-People's Court 
9-Transformers 
1 0-Mash 
1 2-Sesame Street 
1 5-Facts of Life 
1 7-EntertainmeQt Tonight 
4:35 p.m. 
Rocky Road 
5:00 p.m. 
c - 2 , 3 ,  1 0-News 
9-Facts Of Life 
1 5-Jeopardy! 
1 ?-People's Court 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Beverly H i l lb i l l ies 
5:30 p.m. 
1 2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 3 8-News 
9-WKRP In Cincinnati 
1 2-Nightly Business Report 
5:35 p.m. 
5-Andy Griffith 
- - -· - - - -
6:00 p.m: 
2-Wheel Of Fortune 
3, 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Barney M i l ler 
1 o.:...Hollywood Squares 
1 2-MacNei l ,  Lehrer 
Newshour 
38-Dating Game -
6:05 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son 
6:30 p.m.  
2-Jeopardy 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Jeffersons 
1 0-$ 1 , 000.  000 Chance Of 
A Lifetime 
1 5-Wheel Of Fortune 
1 7 , 3 8-Newlywed Game 
6:35 p.m.  
5-Honeymooners 
7 :00 p.m. 
2.  1 5-Cosby Show 
3 ,  1 0-Wizard 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie:  "Walking Tal l" 
( 1 9 7 2 )  Account of real· l ife 
Tennessee sheriff Buford 
Pusser and his fight against 
corruption and crime in the 
1 960's 7:30 p.m. 
2 . 1 5-Family Ties 
1 2-lnnovation 
8:00 p.m. 
2. 1 5-Cheers 
3 . 1 0-Simon & Simon 
1 2-Amish : " Not to be 
Modern " 
·1 7-Colbys 
8:30 p.m.  
2.  1 5-Night Court 
8:50 p . m .  
1 2-Prai rie Pathways 
9:00 p.m.  
2 . 1 5-L. A .  Law 
3 , 1 0-Neil  Diamond.  
9-News 
. 12-Mystery ! 
1 7 . 38- 2 0/20 
9:30 p.m.  
9-I N N  News 
9:35 p.m.  
5-Movie :  "The Maltese 
Falcon . . . ( 1 9 4 1 ) Crime classic 
with Humphrey Bogart . 
1 0:00 p.m.  
2 . 3 . 1 0 , 1 5 . 1 7-News 
9-Honeymooners 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Too Close For Comfort 
1 0:30 p.m.  
2 . 1 5-Tonight 
3 . 1 0-M . A . S . H  
9-Magnum . P .  I .  
1 2-Movie: "Edison , the 
Man " ( 1 940) Spencer Tracy 
in tribute to great American 
inventor . covering his l ife and 
achievements over a 50·year 
period .  
Crossword 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2. 1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
9-Movie: " Invasion Earth 
2 1 50 A . O . "  ( 1 966) Special­
effects. 
1 1 :35 ,p.m. 
1 ?-Falcon Crest 
5-Movie :  "Montana Belle" 
( 1 9 5 2 )  Bandit queen 
disguised as a boy . 
Midnight 
3-Richard Roberts 
38-NOAA Weather Report 
1 2: 1 0 a.m.  
1 0-Movie : "The Return of 
Joe Forrester" Cop returns to 
his old beat to solve a series 
of robbefy·rapes. 
1 2:30 a.m. 
_ 2-News 
1 5-Nightlife 
1 2:35 a .m. 
1 7-News 
WEIU-TV 
4:00 p.m. 
Wall Street Final 
5:00 p.m. 
News Scan 5 1  
5:30 p.m. 
Survival Spanish · "Ordering 
Supper" 
6:00 p.m. 
Eart h ,  Sea and Sky 
"Weathering and Erosion" 
6:30 p.m. 
The Charleston High School 
Basketball Program with Steve. 
Simons ' 
7:00 p.m. 
Film Classic Theatre · " Number 
Seventeen" starr ing Anne 
Grey; directed by Alfred 
H itchcock. 
9-Movie: "The Deer H unter" 38-Nightl ine 
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7-Dating Game 
8:30 p.m. 
-( 1 9 78) Clironicle of the 
Vietnam War's impact on a 
small Penn'sylvania town . 
1 2-lll inois Press 
1 7-0ur World 
38-Col lege Basketbal l : 
" Indiana at Purdue . "  
AC ROSS 
1 Piece of cake 
6 A symbol of 
Eire 
10 Nashville 
university 
1 4  Authorized 
15 Melville novel 
16 Faineant 
17 Montemezzi 's  
" L ' - dei 
Tre Re" 
18 Pulitzer Prize 
dramatist : 
1 927 
20 Boat basin 
22 E mulated 
Rosalynn 
Sumners 
23 Famed Green 
. Bay Packer 
26 Cheers for the 
above 
29 I tems of 
interest to 
realtors _ 
30 Jazz style 
34 Rhea ' s  cousin 
35 Othello, for one 
36 T-ake off 
37 Site of Pago 
Pago 
39 London suburb 
41 Sand ridge 
42 Hokkaido city 
43 Bound 
45 Do wrong 
46 Belgrade coin 
47 Rose Bowl 
champs : 1 986 
48 Highfalutin' 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Quincy 
Living Environment - "Con· 
servation of Vital Resources" 
9:00 p.m.  
U . S . A .  Tonight · World and 
National News 
1 0-Night Heat 
38-Jim and Tammy 
9:30 p.m. 1 1 :05 p.m. 
1 7-Nightl ine News Scan 5 1  
65 Colorful parrot 
66 Sheet of 
· stamps 
67 Kipling' s  word 
for "a good 
cigar" 
DOWN 
1 Coup in bridge 
2 Champagne 
Tony of golf 
3 Borodin ' s  
prince 
4 West Indian 
.group 
5 Diva 
Obraztsova 
6 Pbe ' s  
" - - F rog" 
. 7 Candlenut 
8 Drives out 
9 Strenuous 
dance 
10 Evergreens 
1 1 - fixe 
12 Vehicle for 
F ro me 
13 Range of 
knowledge 
19 Mixed up 
21 Guthrie 
24 Stole 
25 Indulge in 
pandiculation 
26 Do a lawn job 
27 Violinmaker 
28 " The -
Comedy" : 
Saroyan 
31 Napoleon 
creator 
32 Public 
33 He "opened " 
Japan : 1 854 
-t5 Actress 
O' Hara 
38 Type of 
greenhouse 
40 Like a coyote 
44 Chophouse 
sign 
47 N.J.  college 
48 Flavoring 
agent from 
wild ginger 
50 Warship deck 
51 U rns · 
52 Former 
constellation 
53 Contiguous 
55 The Andrews 
Sisters, e.g. 
56 Brant' s  sound 
57 In addition 
58 Unit of 
acceleration 
59 " Winter of ·Artifice" 
author 
60 Bambi's dam 
49 Greenhorns 
52-Cfty E � C  of -- - - 4 
Nantes 
54 Enfold 
58 Site of Ca�. 
Farewell 
61 Flynn of 
filmdom 
62 Seaweed 
derivative 
63 Hodgepodge 
64 Athens 
attraction 
See page 1 5.for answers . 
CB" Services Offered 
"My Secretary , "  word 
processing . Professional  
resume packages, letters, 
quality term papers, thesis. 
903 1 8th. 345-1 1 50 .  
�---------00 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection ,  excellent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT, 
W.  Park Plaza, 345-633 1 . 
__________00 
GET YOUR JOB RESUME 
AT COPY-X! FAST SERVICE ,  
LOW PRICES. NEAR CAM­
PUS. 207 LINCOLN. 
_________ oo 
It's tax time! Get your tax 
return . done.  Reasonable 
Prices. Call Michelle 581 -
2448. I 
____ .....,.... ___ .2/27 
The Golden Comb:  TANS- 1 0  
for $35 with coupon. 345-
7530. 
_________ 2/27 
CB" Help Wanted 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell 
Avon . Call Pam . 359- 1 577 or 
1 -800-858-8000. 
------,,...-..,,...-..,,...--00 OVERSEAS JOBS . .  Summer, 
yr. round. Europe, S. Amer . .  
Australia, Asia . All fields $900-
2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free 
info .  Write IJC , P .O .  Box 52-
lt3 , Corona Del Mar, - CA 
92625.  
_________ 4/1 
Driver, 2-3 times per wk . .  
flex. hrs . ,  for errands, ie . 
laundry, groc. , etc. Pay neg . 
Call 345-2968 after 5p .m.  
________ 2/26 
We want houseclean.er two 
and a half hours per week, 
Thurs. or Fri .  References and 
car .needed. 345-7 1 42 after 
4 : 30 . 
________ 2/26 
Excellent Income for part 
time home assembly work. For 
info . call 504-64 1 -8003 Ext .  
9202 . 
_____ 2/26 ,3/5 , 6 , 8  
CB" For Rent 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 
REDUCED. AVAILABLE IM­
M E DIATELY . NEED MAN 
SUBLEASOR. 345-4846. 
________ 2/27 
Brittany Ridge Townhouse 
for Rent this Summer. 2 males 
at $ 1 35 each per month.  All 
appliances included. Call J .  
Canty 581 -2609. 
________ 2/27 
Well  maintained 1 , 2 and 3 
bedroom ,  furnished houses for 
1 987-88 school year. Two 
people per bedroom ,  9 month 
lease, no pets. Call 345-3 1 48 
after 5 :30p. m .  
________ 2/00 
4 bedroom houses for 6 
people, 1 blk. from campus. 
Call 348-8 1 46 .  Ask for Hank. 
________ 2/00 
Furnished house for 5 girls, 
$ 1 25 each . Tra-Mar apart­
ments. 345-7286.  
-:-- ------3/6 One and two . bedroom 
furnished apartments for fal l .  
Tra-Mar apartments. 345-
7286. 
=--:-,.--,-,:-=--.,....-----3/6 PALACE for cheap. Brittney 
Ridge looking for 5 or 6 
renters, female or male . Rent 
as low as $ 1 09/month . 345-
6290. 
________ 2/27 
4 bedroom house, near 
campus, range-, refrig . ,  drapes 
provided. 5 people max. 
$540/mo. 345-4220.  
CB" For Rent 
Mini-storage sizes 4x1 2 up 
to 1 Ox30. Price starts as low 
as $25 a month . Phone 348-
7746.  
__________00 
CB" For Rent 
1 , 2 and 3 bedroom 
furnished apartments for 
Fall '87 at Park 
Apts . (across from 
Union) call 2 1 7-359-02 
Student groups-large 2 
Now and Fall ! 2 bedroom 
apartments for two people . 
94 7 4th street and 1 305 1 8th 
street . Phone 348-7 746 or 
345-5348 between 6 and 1 O 
p . m .  
_ house, 1 block from 
5-8 people , 2 kite 
baths, 5 bedrooms. 
1 1 1 4 . Mon-Sat . , 9-6. 
--------=--=-00 PARK PLACE APTS. Fully 
furnished 1 ,  2, 3 bedroom 
apts. Available fal l  ' 8 7 . 
Parki n g ,  garbage paid , 
d i s h w a s h e r s . ( 1 6 2 7  
?th-across from Union) Call 
2 1 7-359-0203. 
________ 2/27 
Ratts university drive & Ratts 
Polk street townhouses for 3-4 
students rent is 1 45 for 3 and 
1 22· for 4 for fall of 87 and 
spring of 88. 9 month lease 
call 345-6 1 1 5 . 
�--�------00 
P.HONE 345-35 1 5  or 348-
8837 AFTER 4 : 00 p . m .  FOR 
I N FO R M ATION ON TH E 
FOLLOWI N G :  Furnished 
House. Close to E IU .  Ex­
ceptionally Clean. Washer & 
Drye r .  Four Occupants ; 
Furnished House. Close to 
EIU . Washer & Dryer. Four or 
Five Occupants ; Five Bedroom 
Furnished Apartment. Close to 
E I U . Newly Reemodeled. 
Washer & Dryer. Central Air-. 
Four or Five Occupants; Two 
Bedroom Furnished Apart­
ment . Close to EIU . Extra Nice. 
Washer & Dryer. Air Con­
ditioner. Two Occupants. 
---.....,.-----2/27 Summer Subleasers Needed 
$80 per month , low utilities. 
Call 345-4589. 
________ 2/27 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
N E E D E D  F O R  S U M -
M E R - O W N  B E D R O O M .  
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
________ 3/2 
1 bedroom apartment , near 
cam p u s ,  ran g e ,  refri g .  
provided. 2 people maz. 
$260/mo. 345-4220.  
________ .2/27 
Subleaser needed. 1 , March 
- May. Near campus. Own 
bedroom. $ 1 1 0/mo. include 
heat , gas. 345-4 1 62 .  
________ .2/27 
1 Bedroom furnished apt. , 
utilities paid . Available immed. 
Leland Hall Real Estate. 345-
7023. 
�--------3-16 
SU BLEASERS N E E D E D ,  
Summer term only. Excellent 
Location 1 520 4th Street. 1 or 
2 persons. For Details call 
581 -5852 . Ask for George. 
........,---------·314 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
a partments (The Quiet 
Apartments) McArthur Manor 
Apartments. 345-6544 or 
345-223 1 .  Ask for Mr.  
McArthur. 
__________ 00 
For Rent Fall 1 98 7 .  Two 2 
bedroOQ1 Apartments and 1 
bedroom Apartment . 4 1  5 
Harrison .  Also 2 bedroom -
home for 3 students. 1 2 1 O 3rd 
Street. 1 2 month lease. 
Deposit Required. Call 348-
5032 . 
________ .3/6 
Furnished two bedroom 
apts . for rent for summer and 
fall .  Call 345-2784.  
_________ 3/5 
Summer or fall furnished 2 
bedroom ,  1 1 /2 baths apart­
ment . 4 people $ 1  20 a month 
each on year lease, 1 0 1 7  
Woodlawn. Phone 348-77 46.  
_________ 2/00 
Now leasing -
bedroom Apt. Victorian 
good location , ex 
condition,  available 
345-738 7 .  
CB" For Sa le 
GOVE R N M E NT 
from $ 1  (U repair). 
tax property. Call 61 
1 657 Ext .  H 1 441L for 
repo list. 
M U S T S E L L ! ! 
KAWASAKI 550 LTD 
MILEAGE.  581 -51 23 
5270.  
1 980 BUICK 
One owner, 23,000 
very good condi · 
345-3633. 
Lost: Jean Jacket 
Thurs. night . Will 
identify. Please 
5 1 78 .  
Lost: Yellow 1i 
looks like Morris . 
Pierc.e & 2nd st. 
Dennis at 345-9 
9 1 03 .  
SINGLE PERSON STUDI 
AND 2,3,4,5 & 6 PERSON 
FALL/SPRING LEASES 
• 24 hr. professional maintenance 
• shuttle bus 
• microwaves available 
YOUNGSTOWNE, OLDTOWNE, 
P INETREE, LINCOLNWOOD AND 
H ER ITAGE APTS. 
CALL 345-2363 
-C�mpus clips 
Phi G�mma N u  will be holding a meeting on 
Feb .  26 at 5 :30 p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon 
Rm . 
Model Illinois Government will have a 
meeting Feb. 26 at 6 : 00 p .m.  in Coleman rm. 
203. Final plans for field trip will be discussed. 
lnter·Varalty Chrlltlan Fellowship will hold 
their weekly meeting at 6:45 
the Union Gallery. Pete W 
on Obedience. 
Student Legislative 
Student Senate will have a 
26 at 5 :30 p .m.  in Iha 
Everyone is welcome. 
Thursday' s 
February 2 6 , 1 9 8 7 . Classified ads Report errors lmmedl•tely 1t 581 ·281 2. A correct 1d will  1 ppe1r In the next edition. Unless notified, we cennot be responsible for en Incorrect ad after Its first Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. • • 
� Lost/Found [B' Annou nce�ents [B' Annou ncements [B'Annou ncements [B'An nouncements [B'An nou ncements 
Lost Sat. afternoon at 
Buzzard Pool-Little g i r l 's  
Silver watc h .  Call Kay 598 1 . 
________ 2/26 
Found : 1 4  carat Gold cross 
necklace near J errys-contact 
Corinne at 3 2 9 3 .  
________ 2/26 
Lost on 2 / 1 3 3 keys on EIU 
keychai n .  If found cal l  581 -
3308 . Ask for Susie. 
________ 2/.'2 6  
LOST on 2/20 R e d  Law<-:;n 
Hall Wallet with l . D . and Drovers 
License. If found Please 
contact Cheryl Goers 5 8 1  -
5239 . 
________ 2/26 
�An nou ncements 
DAYTONA BEAC H .  BEST 
T R I P  O N  C A M P U S .  
FABULOUS LOCATION NEXT 
TO T H E  B O A R DWALK . 
JOE/MIKE 348-8 3 2 7 .  
______ .2/2 6 , 3/2-5 
DAYTONA,  - THE P LAZA 
Oaytona's  N o .  1 Hotel . 
Scheduled Concerts by the 
pool for our break week. John 
Caferty, Wang ·Chung, and 
Larry Bud . For Confirmation 
that BUS STOP TOURS is 
staying at the PLAZA and for 
further info, call THE PLAZA 1 -
8 0 0  - 5 2 2  - 2 4 7 4 .  F o r  
RESERVATIONS and more 
details on Events CALL Lisa 
348- 1 663 or Jenny 5 8 1 -
2623.  
____ 2/26 , 2 7 , 3/2 , 5 , 6 , 9  
Spring Break Last Chance! 
Limited space available at 
these number one collegiate 
beach and ski destinations. 
South Padre Islan d ,  Daytona 
Beac h ,  · Steamboat Springs, 
Miami Beach/Fort Lauderdale ,  
Mustang Island/Port Aransas, 
Galveston Island and Fort .  
Walton Beach . Call Sunchase 
Tours Central Spring Break 
Toll Free Hot Line Today for 
information and reservations 1 -
800-32 1 -5 9 1 1 . 
________ 3/ 1 3 
FIESTA How mush BEER 
can you Drink? To find out, join 
MILLER HIGH LIFE and PAGE 
ONE TA VERN on March 1 2 for 
Eastern 's 1 st Annual Spring 
Break FIESTA! Your ticket 
includes all the BEER you can 
handle as well as chances at 
over 2 5  items worth more than 
$ 1 000 . GRAND PRIZE: Seven 
nights for 4 in Daytona! For 
those with plans already, try for 
up to $ 1 50 in the $350 
JACKPOT. Tickets are going 
FAST, so get yours today at 
Coach Eddies , Page One or 
from any local  Soror i ty 
member. 
2/26 
MOLLY DOLAHITE-Where 
have you been? I haven't seen 
you lately .  Have a great 
w e e ke n d ,  t h o u g h .  Tau 
Love-Your Secret Sis. 
________ 2/26 
T R I N A  " i n t e r n a t i o n a l "  
BROWN : W e  wish you the 
happiest 2 0th birthday ever! 
LOVE , Secret, Penny and Part­
t ime. 
________ 2/26 
Last minute close out sale 
South Padre. Accomodations 
for 8 or 4. Call Lisa 348- 1 663 
or Jenny 5 8 1 -2632.  
________ 3/3 
DELTA ZETA DANDYS : 
We've got a great thing goin g .  
Friends l ike you are hard to 
come by. I'm glad we're 
si_sters ! Love, Bean . 
________ 2/26 
JEANNE PACIONE AND 
MAURA LEFEVOU R ,  THANKS 
FOR A M EMORABLE 2 5th!  
SEE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN 
YOU START TALKING TO 
STRANGERS IN MARTY'S.  
LOVE, GARY . 
________ 2/26 
Beer BASH Come Party with 
the Men of Sig Tau's Top of 
Roes $3.00 All the Beer your 
can DRINK!  
________ .2/26 
SIG TA-US:  I 'm so excited for 
formal . It's going to be. the best 
time ever! Love, Amy. 
________ 2/26 
QUEEN MO,  HAPPY BIR­
THDAY ! Had $3,  got hungry! 
OOPS, no more money! 
KAROLYN .  
________ 2/26 
SIG KAPS: Keep sell ing 
t h o s e  candy bars a n d  
remember t o  turn in your 
money! ! P . S .  Have a GREAT 
DAY ! !  
________ 2/26 
At TED'S tonite 25¢ Mil ler 
Lite-D. J .  Chuck Heminghous 
(T-shirt - hat - $ 5 . 00 bil ls 
drawings . )  New slides are i n ,  
come see. 
---------2/2 6  Beer Bash Come party with 
the men of Sig Tau's Top of 
Roes $3.00 All the Beer you 
can Drink!  
________ 2/26 
Jo Jordan-Be Good.  I 'm 
watching you !  Get ready for 
tonight! Love, Mom . 
________ 2/26 
New Credit Card! No one 
refused Visa/Mastercard . Call 
1 ·6 1 9-565- 1 522 ext . C 1 441L 
2 4 hra. 
· 
________ .3/2 
Jeff-Breakfast was great! 
But when do I g et a moped 
ride? Soon I hope! Have a 
GREAT weekend! Lori . 
2/26 
HALF-PRICE 
$35 
rest of Spr ing semester 
with th is  ad 
Wt LL , /lf-1!JA.LU/ j.\i .S�S C(L( g�MIN� 4 C>' u.0<-k 
c.i.us An\:,q M l �  '-\1'1 C:.LA�S • • •  
&.Jt h C.tl I S  Ol\I "fH IJKS OA'/ • 
• 
. ;: .. -· 0 
0 , .. 
0 , ,# 0 , ,  
�� 
· · � { ·,·· ./ I � JI 
M I KE BRADLE , Good luck 
this weekend at Drake . I know 
you will be successful .  Marty. 
________ .2/26 
Beer BASH Come party with 
the men of Sig Tau's top of 
Roes $ 3 . 00 al the Beer you 
can drink. 
-------,,---2/26 M I KE PILEGG I :  Thank you so 
much ! Your Valentine's Dance 
Date thinks you're a very 
special Sweetheart! Love , 
Bean . 
________ 2/26 
To everyone who helped 
make my 21 st B-day so 
GREAT! You guys always 
make me feel so special ! 
Thanks so much ! Love , Laura. 
--------,,----·2/26 To the Sigma Tau Gamma 
Pledges: Get psyched for the 
party tonight at  Roes-You 
g uys are doing great ! ! Love , 
The Roses. 
---..,,..-- ---::---:2/26 At TED'S tonite 25¢ Mil ler 
Lite-D.J .  Chuck Heminghous 
(T-shirt - hat - $ 5 . 0 0  bil ls 
drawings . )  New slides are i n ,  
come see! 
________ 2/26 
Adoption-Happily married 
Dr. & teacher wife seek an 
infant to love and share our 
lives. We can offer your baby a 
warm , secure home with every 
opportunity to develop to their 
own potential . Medical-legal 
e x p e n s e s  pai d .  P r ivate , 
confidential , legal . Call collect 
(3 1 2)248-536 1 . 
________ 4/1  
Waiters/Waitresses Needed 
at Po' 01'  Mike's. Arcola. 
Weekends (4 to 1 0p . m . ) .  Call 
M i k e 2 6 8 - 3 8 1 2 a f t e r  
3 :30p . m .  M ust have tran­
sportation . 
________ 2/27 
Do you have a special talent 
you want known? Advertise it 
in the classifieds ! 
--------� ·OO 
Lotto 
$7 mili ion 
5 - 1 4 - 1 7 
2 2-35-36 
CHANELLE ' S  DAILY 
EXCELLENT WAGES for 
spare time assembly work; 
electronics, crafts . Others. 
Info 1 -(504)64 1 -009 1 EXT. 
4 1 6 7  7 days . 
________ 2127 
Educated ,  financially stable,  
white couple unable to have 
c h i l d ren , seeki n g  pr ivate 
adoption of healthy chi ld . 
Confidential ity assured . For 
i nformat ion contact Paul  
Wieck, Attorney, 2 1 7 -826-
5 0 1 1 .  
________ .3/20 
Miss Charleston-Delta Chi 
Beauty Pageant tickets on sale 
today · in the Union . $4.00 
general admissio n .  $7 . 00 
reserved . Party fol lowi n g  
Pageant. 
________ 2/27 
M I K E  P R EVETT ! :  • Get 
psyched for that accounting 
test tomorrow . I know you 
CAN'T WAIT! Love, Mary Kay. 
-------,-----..,212 6  
4 :00 C l u b  Friday $ 2 . 00 All 
You can drink at The Loud 
House, 9th  St .  (Across from 
Buzzard ) .  
[B' disappointed 
[B' disgusted 
[B' depressed 
[B'cramped 
Chadster-l'm glad you're 
glad and god I 'm glad too ! 
Mouse. 
________ 2126 
The Roses of Sigma Tau 
Gamma would l ike to wish Tim 
Ryan El happy belated birthday. 
-,--------2/26 
2 B E DROOM 
APARTM E NTS AVAI LABLE 
- F.O R  SPR-ING ,  SUMMER & FAL:I::-...,...,,,,.. 
STARTI N G  AS LOW AS 
$ 1  20 P E R  P E RSON 
9 & 1 2  M ONTH 
LEASE AVAI LABLE 
C A R LYLE APARTM E N TS 
9 4  7 4 TH STR E ET 
1 305 1 8TH STREET 
348·7 746 
BETWEEN 6 AND 1 0  P . M .  
345·53.48 
SUPER SAVER SU M M E R  RATES 
2/a OFF FALL RA TES 
SWI M M ING POOLS 
AVAI LABLE 
Rege.ncy Apartments 
the R egency Image I t 's a t radition 
[B' no privacy 
[B' no space ' ' HOT RATES' ' 
Let Regency customize c:i solution to your needs! 
* Private bed room rates avai lab le 
.. 
1 2  Thursd�y . February 2 6 ,  1 98 7 
, IZ ... a lfisi· �-, ------:- ·1 ;eat�;;�;0M:;i��&TA�;�i���·c��i�� 1 · 
( \ Bee r .  wine .  Margaritas I 11 �� F�esta Hour • DAILY L U N C H  SPEC IALS I �-. (Charleston Only) Carry-outs available . �,, . Mon. - Thurs . 5 - l p . m. 34 5 _ 2 2 2 3 a Oraft Beer 1 4 oz.-75¢ M -Th 1 0 . 30 _9  J F h d .  o n .  urs .  p . m . · ... . ree ors oeu vres F·· -S t 1 0 .  30_  1 0 "' ,. . 1 . a .   p . m . l\•-•a•-H:J m m a au H!l'-1\ii 
111111 CARRY-OUT SPECIAL 111111 
== COOP SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY II = · AT PARTICIPATING STORES = 
I A Large (16") · i I Sausage Pizza .I  
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
407 L inco ln  Avenue 
C har lesto n ,  I l l inois  6 1 920 
Ron & Sue Leathers - Owners 
Phone ( 2 1 7 ) 345-6944 
"Student Appreciation Sale" 
(We Love EIU Students) 
300 300 ,. ,. ,. ,. "Russel Athletic'' ,. "Russel Athletic" ,. ,. ,. ,. Sweatshirts : T-Shirts : ,. ,. ,. 
-·· . I . -$5�-5·- - - - · . 1 ..... . . = Available with a 2·Liter of Pepsi $6.50 II 
-- - - - - - - - --- -- - -·-- -- - - -- ----
: $_6 ._50 _(2ndsJ_ _ : __ _ _  $3 .00 (2nds) �-= 
,. White, ReCI, Royar,t>lum • Great with JAMS • � 1 ,. ,. ,. � * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .,.. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * . ,. ,. - ,. ,. - - - .,. - Hawaiian-- --- -.· ---·- - Dress-Shirts--• 
' .  
= Offe r exp ires March 8, 1 98 7  II 
- - -� Stretch It At "" 
-
-
-
Charleston 348-751 5 • ""' - - - - -- - - -
..--
-
-
-
-
-
-
- -1-- FREE DELIVERY ;f��- DE ! 
1111 PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN PICKINC UP ORDER • = - -- - - - - -
������������������������ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
,. ,. - ,. 
• Shirts & Shorts • Dress Slacks • ,. ,. ,. 
Russell Athletic : Suits : 
Running Pants : Sport Coats • 
Jackets • "Selected" ,. 
& : Fraternity 
Shorts : & 
• 
__ _Eastern _ _ __  : _ _  _, _ _  Sorority _ _ : 
Jackets : · . Jackets 
,. 20 % · off : l/2 Price : 
,. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * \ • . •  * • . •  * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * 
- ¥. - - - �-
· . .  � . _JJELTLZETA.-. .  �-·i ·-- - - - - - -- --
¥. · PRESENTS �- · � .. Their Newest Initiat�s � 
__ : -- fSnannon Braay- Dawn Lents· �- - -® 
"/.. Stephanie Allen Sharon Larson � - - --� TraGyButler - - - - -·- - Julie Ludwig-�-- --� Marie Burge Danielle Madda � 
� Kris Burshnick _ Lynn Myhra 'h 
. DO M IN.Q_' S  PIZZA · 
DELIVERS! 
� Julie Cobb , Karen O'rielly � 
"/.. Deanna Dry . Julie Pi,cchi � � Christine Ferguson Sara Pomakoy � 
- - -� Debbie Glogovsky Andrea Pyle � $ 
A R eg u la r  C heese 
DO M I N O ' S  P IZZA 
95 � Amy Gross Diane Richar�son 'h 
� Sanis Hansen Mary Kay Righeimer � JUS T A SK 
� v · u. b 11 K.  • S l � A Large C h eese 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* i, 
* ' 
* :  
� .n.atie nu er 1r1arcia ee ey 'h DOM I N O ' S  PIZZA . ��fw:��tia ' · - · H -·-- -�:��f!�-� - - .. ' r n  $- -9-:,-- ··c· . 
� WE ARE PROUD OF YOU! � 
� . � 
, � · . Love, _ = 
· - · ;  !ff::·· -y ��r Si�ters -� - - ·  · 
� . � 
�������������������� 'h  
JUS T A SK 
_ _ _ AETJ:R _ _ 9:00 P.M . 
348-1 626 
Not v a l i d  w i t h  other offers or  cou po n s  
O F F E R  W I L L  E XPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE 
Thursday , Februafy 2 6 ;  t 987 1 3  
-ady tan kers ready for 
Midwest tournament 
Matmen to face H uskies 
By MIKE NELSON 
Staff wnter 
It's showtime for Eastern's 
wrestling team when it travels to 
Dekalb to take on Northern Illinois 
in a dual meet Thursday night. 
dete�iners on seedings for the 
regional!" <;o they are important 
meets ," i�1cCausland said . 
y JOE LEWNARD 
Staff writer 
Eastern's women's swim team is 
ready -to make six months of hard 
work pay off at the Midwest cham­
ionships beginning Thursday at 
otre Dame University. 
Twelve teams will be participating 
in the three-day meet, with Illinois 
State , Northern Michigan , and 
Northern Illinois 'being the most 
competitive . 
Eastern coach Ray Padovan said 
lliinois State will probably win the 
meet. He based his judgement on 
lliinois State's success in the meet in 
the past and on his observations of the 
three teams during the course of the 
season. 
''We have seen all three teams this 
season and (Illinois State) is definitely 
the strongest," Padovan said. 
Padovan said usually 90 percent of 
the swimmers attain season's best 
times in the meet, and he hopes that 
every swimmer will get a lifetime best 
in at least one event. 
Sophomore Carolyn Guditus said 
she hopes to qualify for the finals in 
three events . Those events include the 
100-yard butterfly, the 1 00- and 200-
yard freestyles. 
Guditus sa ;-l  she is ready for the 
meet and is looking forward to seeing 
how much time she drops after the 
resting period, called a taper, which 
the swimmers have been engaged in 
for the past two weeks . 
Guditus said she thinks her times 
will go down in all of her events and is 
hoping to break the two-minute mark 
in the 200-yard freestyle .  
"I  am going to go under that two­
minute mark if it kills me," Guditus 
said. 
Guditus said it has been a long 
season , but not as long as it seemed to 
be last season. 
Since she was a freshman last 
season, she said it was hard to go from 
a three-month high school season to a 
six-month college season. 
Ueberroth bans 
Hoyt .for season 
NEW YORK (AP}-Cy Young 
award-winning pitcher Lamarr 
Hoyt, who was involved in thr�e 
illegal drug incidents in the past 
year, was suspended for the 
1987 season by Commissioner 
Peter Ueberroth on Wednesday. 
"While our first priority is to 
provide help to those who need 
it, we will impose discipline 
where appropriate," Ueberroth 
said in the prepared statement. 
"Given these circumstances, I 
have determined to make 
Lamarr Hoyt ineligible for the 
1987 season."  
Hoyt was 8-1 1 in 35 games 
with a 5 .15  earned run average 
for San Diego last season but 
was unconditionally released 
Jan. 7 after drawing a 45-day 
sentence for a drug conviction 
that could have jailed him for 
two years. He had pleaded guilty 
to two misdemeanor charges in 
November after marij uana 
cigarettes were found in his car a 
day 'after he was arrested for 
trying to smuggle illegal pills 
into the country. 
Hoyt spent one month in a · 
rehabilitation center for 
chemical dependency last 
February after being stopped by 
U.S. Customs agents for drug 
violations. 
"It was really hard for me to adjust," 
Guditus said. 
Senior Connie Wieck said her main 
-goal for the-meet is to-break the school 
record in the 1 ,650-yard freestyle held 
by Debbie Kroening. 
The record is 18 :19 ,  and Wieck's 
best time in the event is an 18:26.  ''I 
have been working toward this meet 
for four years," Wieck said. 
"It will be a long race and a long 
day," Wieck said. ''I will be relieved 
when this meet is over."  
Sophomore breast stroker Ann 
Body is looking to do well in the m€ct 
despite a pulled groin muscle . She said 
she has been trying not to aggravate 
the muscle in practice this week, but 
she will be giving her events an extra 
effort in the meet. 
"I don't care if I rip it apart in the 
meet," Body said. ''I haven't been 
training six months for nothing. 
The meet will be televised on 
tape-delay basis on the Sport­
svision, the cable " ·  .ltion from 
Chicago. 
The Panthers wal try to improve 
on their 4-7 dual meet record 
against the 3-9 Huskies .  
''We need to get a strong start in 
the r,arly weight classes," Eastern 
roach Ralph McCausland said. "If 
we get the ball rolling and keep the 
momentum up throughout the 
meet, we will do well . 
Eastern is coming off a 30-8 loss 
to fifth-ranked Northern Iowa 
Sunday, and hope to gain some 
momentum in its last two dual 
meets going into next weekend's 
NCAA Western Regionals . 
''These last two meets will be 
Starters for Eastern will be Craig 
.._,terr ( 1 1 8),  Pat Flynn (126), Dean 
Souder (134),  Terry Boes (142),  
Chris Simcox (150), Chris Bonds 
(158), Dan Salata (167), Marty 
Molina (1 77), Henry Teverbaugh 
(190), and Demetrius Harper 
(heavyweight). 
"Northern's strongest wrestler is 
in the 142-pound class, he is 24-5 
on the season," said McCausland. 
''They also have strong kids at 150 
and 158,  so these will be the pivotal 
matches in the meet. 
"Bonds lost to their 158-pounder 
in the St. Louis Open after he was 
leading most of the match, so Chris 
is really up for this meet,"  Mc­
Causland said . 
Harper still holds the best record 
for the Panthers at 26-3 . Sterr has 
the second best record at 23-7 , 
vyhile Molina is 23-9-3 . 
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A Carnival Cru ise is ea si ly affordable - with the special ! low cost financing available through Credit U n ion 1 .  Your ' cruise could cost as l ittle as $2 4 . 82/month ! * ,,  t Call the cru ise experts at CU 1 Travel now to book your t 
& "Fun Ship" Carnival Cruise .  It 's just what the doctor ordered & ' to ease those winter blahs ! ' t . • ""'d oo 1 8 -mooth 7. 9 %  A PR ""'"""'· P''" P" pornon, doubl• ocoupanoy. ""'" '°"'""' t 
' mos t major cities p lus airport transfers included, port charges not included. Rates and a vailability ' ' 
subject to change. 
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In Your Face! 
· Panther defender Kerry Walsh (right) tries t o  thw�rt a pass b y  a n  I l l inois 
State opponent while Brenda Webb (50) denies the ball  insid e .  The Lady 
Panthers wil l  host Gateway conference opponents Wichita State Friday and 
So uthwest M issouri Saturday . 
;, 
Lady ' s  to host Wich ita 
By MIKE FITZGERALD 
Staff writer 
Eastern's women's basketball team 
begins its home stretch by hosting 
Gateway .Conference foes Wichita 
State at 7 :30 p.m. on Thursday and 
against Southwest Missouri at 5 :15  
p .m.  on Saturday. 
The Panthers, tied for third place in 
the conference with Illinois State and 
Bradley, will be seeking a win which 
would greatly enhance their chances 
of making the Gateway Tournament. 
Eastern has a 9-7 conference re cc; rd 
going into the game - with the 
Shockers. With Bradley at Illinois 
State on Friday, Eastern coach Bobbie 
Hilke knows the importance of this 
game . 
"We're really cranked for this game. 
This team knows what's on the line," 
Hilke said . 
Eastern defeated Wichita State 76-
63 in their first meeting, which was a 
struggle for most of the game before 
forward Lisa Tyler and guard Barb 
Perkes took control. 
The Shockers are currently 5-1 1 in 
the Gateway, but they do have the 
conference's leading rebounder in 
freshman Lori Findhal, who is 
averaging 10.5 boards a game, and the 
second leading scorer in junior Crystal 
Westfield, who averages 17 .4 points a 
game. 
The key for Eastern to win will be 
its 11bility to crash the boards with the 
Gateway's leading rebounding squad. 
Eastern will close out the regular 
season with a contest against 
Southwest Missouri. 
The Bears have wrapped up second 
place in the conference with a 12-4 
record and are 18-7 overall. 
The Panthers lost to Southwest 
Missouri 80-69 in their first meeting 
on Dec. 28. 
The Bears are loaded with players 
who are at or near �he top of the 
Gateway in almost every statistical 
category. 
Forward Kelly Mago is third in 
scoring with a 17 .2 average and 
fourth in rebounding with an 8.4 
average. 
Center Sharon Zeilman is averaging 
14.9 points and 8.2 rebounds a game 
and is shooting 60 percent from the 
field- second best in the league. 
Guard Marla Douglass is averaging 
14.4 points a game and is leading' the 
league with 86 percent free throw 
shooting. 
Needless to say, the Panthers have 
�·,eir work cut out for them. 
"We have to put together good 
pressure defense against them." Hilke 
said . "Our centers, Laura (Mull) and 
Brenda (Webb), have to play at least 
even with their big people and give it 
their best shot."  
Even though the Bears are shoo-ins 
for the Gateway Tournament, they 
are still looking to accomplish certain 
goals . 
''We reminded them earlier in the 
week that we have a goal of 20 or 
more wins and to accomplish that goal 
we must win this week's games," 
Southwest Missouri coach Valerie 
Colbert said in a telephone interview 
Wednesday. 
The Bears are also looking to stay 
sharp for next week's tournament 
action. . 
''We must play well to go into the 
playoffs with a positive attitude . We 
have to play the best ball we can right 
now because it is do or die ," Colbert 
said. 
ST ARTS '-..;..;.....-�;;:.:.;.;�-------_..;;.;.;..;.;;;;;;;..a 
A comedy of epidemic proportions··· . 
Richard Pryor is in ., . . 
Critical .Condition· . .  tE 
TOMORROW ·7:00 A-ND 9:1 5 \ , - . · -�-------� 
' -- - LIGHT OF>DAY · 
MICHAEL LFOX 
GENA ROWLANDS,- ·<JOAN JETT 
STARTS FRIDAY 4:50 ,�:·:7!20- • �:25 (Pc-nl 
STARTS FRIDAYf� - -- ., .)' . 
BOOSllDlB 
Gene:: Hackman 
· Barbit,ra-: He_rshey: 
Dennis Hopper 
AN ORIO N ·  ' .' 
PICTURES RELEASE 
TOMORROW 4:40 • 7:1 0 • 9:20 
SPECIAL M I D N ITE SHOWS FRI .  & SAT. NITE!, 
TOMORROW 5:00 • 7: 1 0 • 9:20 AND 1 2  M I D N ITE 
FRI. MIDNITE-" FREDDY KRUEGER" LOOK·A·LIKE CONTEST 
SAT. MIDNITE- " FREDDY ' S  VICTIMS" LOOK-A-LIKE CONTEST 
£M .. . . ...... .... . . .  S.J.tt . . . • . .  16. . . . . . .... _ .&l.J.t .  i 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS 
A HOWARD DEUTCH FILM 
SOME K I N D  OF WON DERFUL 
. .  l..& . . . &. 
ERIC STOLTZ /\/'ARY STUART /\/'ASTERSON 
CRAIG S H E F FER ond LEA THOMPSON 
� .,,. STEPHEN HAGU E ond JOHN MUSSE R  
.!:;;;�:;:MICHAEL CHINICH ond RONALD COLBY � w""b;JOH N HUGHES "'°"""�JO H N  HUGHES : ', ""�·� HOWARD DEUTCH A PARAMOUNT PICTURE � "".'"'' • E .-- ------- � Al.al.IN. A'-ll.AAU! ON • A_/\ .. ./ _ __ • iii PG-131-• IT-llY CAUTI•lD'Dt ""°"'" """""MCA RKOM>S N<O .,,..,..,,.., ,., . ,0, • ...,.Yr--:-'Y 
.,. .... ... .,,.. • ., .. ............ . ,...,_ ......, ! J I  cc�· tl l917 1Y ..... lAMOUNT l'ICTUJlfS COl'°UT10N �.:=- ,. 
" 9.ICTSI �  All R�T'ii ttUMO 
TOMORROW 4:45 • 7:00 • 9:1 0 
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ROBB MONTGOMERY I Staff Photographer 
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Hagler ' s  t it le stripped 
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP)-Undisputed world· 
middleweight champion Marvelous Marvin Hagler 
was stripped of his World Boxing Association title 
Wednesday, a little more than a month before his 
scheduled fight with Sugar Ray Leonard. 
The WBA said it took the action because Hagler 
refused to fight top-ranked contender Herol 
Graham of Britain. 
The decision was announced by WBA President . 
Gilberto Mendoza, who said that to date, 18 of the 
.WBA's 24 executive committee members had voted 
to take away Hagler's title, more than enough to 
announce a ruling. 
Hagler, who retains the World . Boxing Council . 
and l!iternational Boxing F�_erl!tion_ middleweight__ _ 
champion and is making a comeback. 
Tracksters ___ from page 1 6  
will also bolster the Bears attack. 'We have 
strength in a few events, but not as many as 
Eastern," said Clark, who hopes to push Western 
for third place. 
. "The home crowd and the parents are going to 
help Eastern,'' Clark said. 
The big story at Cleveland State is Oliver Porter. 
Last year's conference champ in the 60-yard high 
hurdles has logged a best of 7 .28 this season, which 
is just .02 of a second from a trip to Oklahoma City 
on March 13-14 for the NCAA indoor cham­
pionships.  
'We're going to bring a skeleton crew," said head 
coach Dave Burger, who plans to bring less than 10 
athletes to Charleston this weekend. 'We've had a 
lot of injuries," said Burger, who will not know if 
his mile- and two-mile relay teams will be able to 
compete until a team doctor's report is completed 
Junior weightman Jeff Gennarelli gets ready to 
heave the 3 5-pound weight during last weekend's 
Black & Co . Invitational at Lantz Fieldhouse . 
Gennarell i  and his Panther teammates were voted 
as the favorite for this weekend's AMCU-8 indoor 
conference tournament at Lantz Fieldhouse which 
begins at 4 : 30 p . m .  Friday and continues at noon 
Saturday. 
Thursday. � 
''Front-line strength," is the reason Eastern is 
favored, Burger said. "They have balance all the 
way around and tremendous strength in the middle 
distance. "  -
What are you : 
hiding under 
there 
Puzzle Answers 
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LADY PANTHERS I 
vs. . I WICHITA ST. 
Tonight I 
7:30 Lantz Gym .I' 
- - - - ­
Thurs . , Feb 26 
Four of a 
Kind Night 
�r�$�'1� . 1l , /  1, 
"'?'I ' , ' tY. 
Sat 8-Ball Tourney 
Jim Beam 
750 M L  
OSCO 599 
��:tE PLU 8406 
Disti l lers 
Pride 
Vodka or 
G i n  
1 . 75  L 
OSCO 799 
SALE 
PRICE PLU 9401 
Barcardi  
Rum 
750 M L  
OSCO 
SALE 
PRICE 
De K uyper 
Schnapps 
7 50 ML 
OSCO 
SALE 
PRICE 
529 
PLU 841 8 
Taylor 
Cal ifornia 
Cel lars Wine 
1 .5 L 
OSCO 
SALE 
PRICE 3/1 0 
PLU M27 
Busch 
Beer 
loose case 
Corona 
Beer 
6/ 1 2 oz . N . R. 's  
OSCO 429 
SALE 
PRICE ffl.u 1433 
OSCO 799 
SALE 
PRICE P.LU 5722 
Tangueray 
G i n  
750 M L  
OSCO 999 
SALE 
PRICE · PLU 1404 
. Malibu 
R u m  
Inver House 
Scotch 
750 M L  
OSCO 
SALE 
PRICE 
499 
Burger · Beer 
2 4/ 1 2 oz .  cans 
Prices effective 
thru 2-28-87 
Bartles & 
Jay mes 
Wine Cooler 
4/1 2 oz. N . R . 's 
OSCO 2/5 
SALE · 
PRICE 
PLU 1429 
Ham m ' s  
Beer 
Reg .  or Light 
1 2/1  2 oz . cans 
OSCO 329 
SALE 
PRICE PLU 5731 
. 
Southern 
Comfort 
750 M L  
OSCO 
SALE 
PRICE 649 PLU 941 4 
· -Bol la 
Rosa Wine 
7 50 M L  
OSCO 1 99 
- -SALE · 
PRICE 
750 M L  ��0 5ss 1N 
PRICE - STORE 
SPECIAL 
Whit� 
Mou ntai n 
Coolers 
750 . ..ML l•1R·1•1alVI ��Eeo 99$ PRICE 
· - · 0 .... 
16 
Pant hers corra l Ra ms· 
for 2nd stra ig ht w in 
By JOHN STROUD 
Associate sports editor 
Eastern's 52-46 non-conference 
men's basketball win over Colorado 
State Wednesday at Lantz Gym 
· sparked some childhood reminiscing 
for Panther coach Rick Samuels . 
Samuels,. who grew up in Wyoming, 
remembers the intense rivalry bet­
ween the Wyoming Cowboys and the 
Rams of CSU. Wednesday, it was the 
Panthers who did the corralling in an 
impressive second straight win . 
As far as the short term is con­
cerned, Samuels was also reminded of 
something else . Eastern is on a roll 
heading into its last two AMCU-8 
games of the season-Valparaiso at 
home Saturday and a road game at 
Western Illinois Monday. · 
The Panthers led for most of the 
contest after grabbing the lead for 
good on Dave Stein's jumper with 14 
minutes remaining in the first half to 
make it 1 1-8 . Eastern led 29-18 at the 
half. 
Eastern continued to rebound tough 
and play aggressive on defense to 
keep the Rams at a deficit and opened 
up a 14-point lead, 38-24,  at 14 :36 in 
the second half. 
The Panthers survived eight 
unanswered points by CSU in the 
second half starting at 4 :43 to cut the 
score from 46-34 to 46-42 by 2 :40.  
"For a period in the second half . . .I  
thought we played pretty well, "  
Samuels said. 'We made some pretty 
good decisions with the ball and used 
the clock, which we've been trying to 
do for the last fOUple of games, and 
we got some pretty good shots. -
lead back to eight before the end of 
the game. 
Sophomore guard Jay T.aylor led the 
Panthers in scoring with 1 6  points 
while Norm Evans had 13 and Tony 
Hemphill added 1 2 .  
'We had a little mental lapse," 
Taylor said of the Rams' comeback 
attempt. "But we recovered and 
showed some toughness . 
"Tough defense. That's what did it,"  
Taylor added. 'We stopped the big 
men inside ." · 
Ram big man, 6-8 Pat Durham, led 
the team in scoring with 19 points, 
but th� Panthers were successful in 
keeping him off the board as he was 
only able to bring down five rebounds. 
Neither team did very well from the 
field as the Panthers were good for 
only 40 percent while the Rams shot 
39.5 percent from the floor. 
'We must be decent defensively," 
Samuels said in response to the 
shooting percentage . "And we 
rebound pretty well ,"  although the 
Panthers were outrebounded 3 1-25.  
The Panthers continued to utilize a 
four-corners offense in an attempt to 
eat up the time and spread things out. 
"So far, so good," Samuels said of 
the offensive game plan which the 
Panthers have used off and on in their 
last three games. 
The players "aren't objecting to it at 
all ,"  Samuels said. ''It's keeping us in 
the game, and it's giving us some 
chances to score. 
"I expected Colorado State to ·be a 
little quicker than they were . When it 
was obvious they weren't going to 
come out an:d guard us in the four 
corners, we went ahead and ran some 
February 2 6, 1 
FRANK POLICH I Staff Pho! 
Panther sophomore Brian Murphy eyes the ball in Wednesday's contest 
Colorado State at Lantz Gym . The Panthers defeated the Rams 5 2 -46 as 
prepare to finish out the regular season against Valparaiso at home Saturday 
· Western I llinois on Monday .  
"Again, we showed some courage at 
the end,"  Samuels said. 'We made 
some mistakes to lei them back in the 
· game. When they made the run at us, 
we made the free throws and d{d the 
.. things we needed to hold.them off." 
offense and got some pretty good Colorado State (48) 1 o-o 2 .  Taylor 6 2·4 1 6, Vance o o-o o,  
shots out of it. "  Goodrum O 1 · 2  1 ,  Lee 2 2·2 6 ,  Durham 8 3-5 2·2 6 ,  West 0 3·4 3 ,  Murphy 0 O·O o. To 
"This has given us confidence/' 1 9 , Murphy o O·O O, Turcotte 4 o-o 8, 1 3· 17 52 . 
Taylor said. 'We think we can win the Nicholson o O·O o. Graf 1 2·2 4, Lar_sen 1 4.4 Three-Point goals-Evans 1 ,  Taylor 2.  
Eastern made six of seven free 
--- -throws in the fmaf 2 : 1 0-to-huild the 
6, Bailey 1 O·O 2 ,  Mabey 0 0-0 0. Totals 1 7  1 2· Rebounds-Eastern 2 5  (West 6) ,  rest of our games. We're playing as a 1 5  46.  (Durham 7 ) . 
unit now, and we need team unity. "  Eastern (52) Halftime-Eastern 29,  CSU 1 8. 
SM U griders get 
'death pen.alty ' 
By The Associated Press 
While university officials and coaches from 
across the nation sympathized with Southern 
Methodist as it was hit with the hill mest 
i}eaalty ever imposed against a football 
program, there was hope that the action would 
help clean up college football. 
· "You sure hate to see any school have to go 
through this," said Akron's Gerry Faust, 
former Notra Dame head football coach. "If 
we're going to get things on the right track, I 
hope other schools will see what occured and 
keep their programs straight and above 
board." 
Northwestem Athletic Director Doug Single 
said he was not S\lll)rised by the an­
nouncement Wednesday morning that SMU 
would .not be allowed t.o play football at all in 
1987 and be limited t.o seven road games in 
1988. 
"When the presideiit's commiuion passed 
the legislation (enaeting the death penalty), it 
was meant t.o fcne. m.titutions.io l'lmftnlv bJ 
the rules," SiDg)e aaid. ·-nae �� probably warrented. • 
SMU was tcilail4 � .Of,:naitJw. 
··- _ __ _ _ _ _  .. _ _ _ -
-- - r1emphilt3 o·7 1 2 , Evans 6 O·O l3:'"Strickland - · Attendance=1-;200�- -
Tracksters favored tb win AMCU-8 
By BARRY BOTTINO 
Staff Writer 
After three years on top of the AMCU-8 track and 
field beep, Northern Iowa will defend its three 
consecutive indoor titles Friday beginning at 4 :30 
p.m. and Saturday starting at noon in Lantz 
Fieldhouse for the indoor conference cham­
pionships. 
Four of the five conference coaches voted Eastern 
as the favorite with UNI favored to take the second. 
spot. 
"Eastern is so much more improved, and they are 
extremely strong," UNI head coach Chris Bucknam 
said. ''They (Eastern) have top-flight people in every 
event. "  
Yet Bucknam, who was honored as the Indoor 
Conference Coach of the Year the past two years, 
was quick to point out that "it (the conference title) 
will go right down to the wire. "  
Western lliinois is predicted a s  the third-place 
finisher, while Southwest Missouri and Cleveland 
State were voted to take fourth and fifth, 
respectively. 
Bucknam, who will bring a squad of ap­
proximately 30 competitors, returns four indoor 
winners from last season with Brooks Glasnapp 
(600-yard dash), Jeff Burris (880-yard run), Wayne 
Simon (long and triple jumps) and the mile relay 
team of Glasnapp, Burris, Brad Bartelt and Jim 
Grebin. 
'What hurts us," Bucknam explained, "is where 
_Eastern is strong, nobody else in the conference is, 
.-. - ...1 '""\., "'""'"' uyo',...o o��n--n+};�� +,;o.,,.;Q Ari> " 
"Eastern is well coached, intense and 
going to be tough to beat," Bucknam said. 
At Western lliinois, the Leathernecks 
looking for key performances from their two 
returning· conference champions-Marion 
and DuBois McDavis. 
Matas, the champion in the shot put in '84 
'85, is four and one-half inches away 
qualifying for the NCAA indoor nationals in 
pound weight throw after a heave of 61-8 
weekends ago in Lantz Fieldhouse. The qu · 
standard is 62-2 112.  Marion is the twin bro 
Eastern weightman Dan Matas. 
McDavis, who won the triple jump in '84 an 
is only one and one-fourth inches from the 
qualifying standard of 25-6112 in the long jump 
a jump of 25-5 last weekend at the Domino's 
Illini Classic. McDavis' best jump in 
Fieldhouse this season (23-8) occurred on Jan. 
'We're a scrappy team," said Western head 
Lee Calhoun. ''But · we are a little weaker 
(than Eastern)." · 
Calhoun was the only conference coach 
Northern Iowa as the favorite. "Overall 
strengthwise, UNI has a slight edge." 
Southwest Missouri head coach Richard 
will return with last year's conference c 
high jumper Curt Brand �d '84 and '85 ind 
champ Branton White. 
"I would give the upper hand to Eastern," 
said . 'They have good depth, and they're at 
Sprinter . Mark Snyder and miler Matt W -
<See TRACKSTERS. oor!e 15) 
